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... as he sat at table, a woman came with an alabaster jar of ointment of pure
ly, and she broke the jar and poured it ouer his head. But there were some ...
her. But Jesus said, "Let her alone: ... She has done a beautiful
thing to me
what she could: ... I say to you, whereuer the gospel is preached in the whole
has done will be told in memory of her."

nard, uery costwho reproached
... She has done
world, what she
Mark 14:3-6,
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The Rich Diversity
Of Christ's Giving
If there is any theme in this issue of Mission Journal, it is the implicit over-arching
sense of the wonderful diversity of gifts
and personalities in God's Kingdom.
Whereas the Church has often demanded
conformity,
thereby stifling or even
thwarting the growth of individuals and
of the Body, Jesus calls us to the "fullness of our potential,"
to abundant
living, to continuing creation. Paul so
eloquently speaks of the gifts each has
received and the beauty and unity in the
church when these are exercised faithfully: "Naturally, there are different gifts
and functions: individually, grace is given
to us in different ways out of the rich
diversity of Christ's giving ....
So [that
is, by the use of our gifts] shall we all at
last attain to the unity inherent in our
faith."
So it is also through our unique abilities
that God accomplishes his purposes in the
world. Thus do we become (as Reuel
Howe expresses it in Herein Is Love) "embodiments of the Spirit of God in human
affairs." Equally exciting is the thought
that within our gifts lie the blue-prints for
our lives. As Elizabeth O'Connor says
it, "When we talk about being true to our
gifts-being the persons we are intended
to be-we
are talking about gifts. We
cannot be true to ourselves unless we are
true to our gifts" (Eighth Day of
Creation).
As we contemplate the wonder and
meaning of gifts-and
if as O'Connor
says, "Our gifts are the signs of our commissioning, the conveyors of our humandivine love, the receptacles of our own
transforming creative power" - we are
overwhelmed
with the wisdom and
creativeness and love of our God. There
is insight into how it all works together into authentic personhood as well as corporate unity. That being true, should not
the Church be about the business of helping persons discover their gifts that the
church community might be enhanced
and knit together, that we might learn
how to exercise them, that we might be
able to call forth that which is of God in
each other , that we might be able to find
that special plan for our lives?
When the articles in this issue were requested, I asked only that each person
write from her own heart, interests, areas
of knowledge, and commitment to Jesus
Christ. The results reflect remarkably
God's rich diversity. Some wrote of practical concerns, and, interestingly, three
(cont. on p . 40)
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Deciding With God:
A Practical Guide To
Christian Discernlllent
By BETTY W. TALBERT

T

o live one's life through God's direction
necessitates understanding how God speaks
within our hearts in decision-making. If we are committed to God and truly want what He wants for us
in every part of our lives, we still have the problem of
determining how we know what God is saying to us
as we think through each decision. The process of
decision-making with God is termed discernment.
Mature Christians live out of covenant relationships with their God. God's guidance in a surrendered self comes through the desires of the Christian's heart. The Bible and the discernment of one's
Christian community serve as checks through which
we evaluate our own reading of what God is saying
to us through our own desires. Through this system
of guidance, God fosters community in all levels of
the individual Christian's relationships.
In this
system of discernment, God is viewed as Creator
(i.e., He made the self) and senior partner in decisionmaking (i.e., God is guiding from within one's own
desires so that the Christian is not deciding out of a
false of partial self). Using this system of deciding
teaches the Christian that when the self and will are
yielded and submitted to God's will, the desires of
one's heart are trustworthy.
In this process the individual, with God's help, makes the key discern ments in her own life but not without consulting the
collective wisdom of the ancient Christian communi ty (the Bible) and her fellow Christians with whom
Betty W. Talbert is Director of Spiritual Development at Trinity
Center in Winston -Salem, North Carolina . She provides spiritu al
direction and religious counseling to those clients whose needs are
primarily spiritual, e.g ., deepening personal prayer life, discerning
God's presence in one's life, spiritual growth issues.

she lives in community (family and church). However, the burden of determining God's will remains
upon the individual Christian. She cannot hide in
another's judgment or view of the Bible. The final
decision about what God is saying lies with the individual.
Discernment of this type begins with trusting God.
Often we come to spiritual direction or to a serious
recommitment of our lives to God as adults after a
period in which we have had little or no concern
about what God is like or what God wants for our
lives. Even if we have been in a loving relationship
with God since childhood, we have often understood
that relationship as contractual, (i.e., God is perceived as outside us and above us). In a contractual rela tionship with God, He relates to us only secondarily ,
through ethical rules, or only at certain times, (i.e.,
on Sundays, at Christmas, or in times of crisis) .
Unless we are accustomed to relating to God in intimacy, the idea of inviting God to live our lives with
us and to guide our life patterns from within the
structure of our deep selves may fill us with fear . If
we are reluctant to open all we are to God, then it is
likely that the picture of God we have is not an accurate one .

W

hat is the process by which one comes to trust
God enough to recognize God is speaking in
the heart to an issue and tru st on e's self enough to
believe one can determine God 's voice from the other
voices clamouring to be heard within the self?
Generally speaking, our parents' treatment of us in
infancy informs our earliest pictures of God. Home
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teaching and early childhood church experiences con dition our picture of God in a secondary way. If our
parents were relatively healthy emotionally, cherished us as infants, and applauded our first tenuous efforts at independence, then our concept of God will
be that God is trustworthy and that He trusts us. If
our parents were themselves emotionally damaged or
if they used God to threaten us in order to gain the
behaviour they wanted from us, we are likely to view
God as judgmental and exploitive. If we view God as
a harsh judge, then we would expect that if we open
our lives to God He will deprive us of all fun and use
us endlessly for His own advantage. If the primary
caretaker in our infancy was anxious about his/her
own worth as an individual, we learn, first of all, not
to trust ourselves, and, then , to mistrust God. This
negative picture of God must be changed inside our
own hearts through our own experiences in order for
us to become open enough to allow Him free access
to all that we are.

Unless we are accustomed to relating to God
in intimacy, the idea of inviting God to live
our lives with us and to guide our life patterns from within the structure of our deep
selves may fill us with fear.
How do we change our hurt pictures of God in
order to be able to open to God in intimacy?
Sometimes a good experience with a minister, a
pastoral counselor, or a spiritual director may help
us to reframe our experience of God. Such a helping
person will no doubt point us to passages of Scripture
which clarify God's character for us intellectually,
but it is our experience of God mediated through the
helper which actually changes our picture of God.
We endow such persons with the quality of becoming
"God carriers" for us. The more we open to them and
the more we are real with them and the more they
value and accept us for who we are, the more we
believe that God values us. As a result we gradually
begin to trust ourselves and the God we are exper iencing through this relationship.
In addition to a healing relationship with a
minister or a trusted spiritual friend, prayer can be a
tool in changing one's relationship with God. The
kind of trust in God necessary for opening all of one's
life to Him necessitates one relating to God in personal intimacy. A simple experiment in prayer may
let us know that God is personally invo lved in our
lives . Here is one such experiment: Set a time
frame-not less than six weeks nor more than three
months. At the beginning of the day, ask God to let

4

you know one thing He does for you during that day
because He loves you personally and is personally involved in your life. (Someone may object that this
type prayer is selfish, but in my experience as a director persons cannot move on to trust and serve God
with complete openness unless they believe that God
is for them. If we feel that God is distant or concerned about His own causes rather than our personal
well-being, we will hold back on the amount of openness we are willing to have toward God .) At the end
of the day, think back through the day and thank
God for the love you experienced . In a spiral
notebook purchased for this purpose reflect about
the variety of ways you experience God's love
through this experiment. The list will be longer each
day. The prayer experiment will let you know
something about God's nature and something about
the depth of God's interest in you.
A second way to experience God's love in your life
is to try entrusting your life to God just for the day .
Pick a day in which you are willing, as an experience
in trust, to open all that you are to God - your
thoughts, feelings, will, words , actions . At the end of
the day, see how you feel when you evaluate the day
which you and God spent together . What did you do
which seemed unusual or different? Did you feel
more energy, more peace, etc. 7 If you have a good
experience you might want to risk as much as a week
of your life living in this way. If you try a week,
evaluate other patterns which are different styles of
living or doing which emerge at the end of the week .
If you are very adventurous, you might want to pray
this way for a season such as Lent or Advent.
Through these experiences you will come to see what
living your life with God would look like if you made
it your general lifestyle.
Whenever you feel drawn to make this matter of
living your life with God a permanent partnership ,
then you are ready to pray the prayers of entrustment. You need to respect your own psychology so

If we view God as a harsh judge, then we
would expect that if we open our lives to
God He will deprive us of all fun and use us
endlessly for His own advantage.
that you do not pray before you want to pray. When
the longing to live your life with God outweighs your
fears, then you are ready to take the next step.
The prayers of entrustment serve the discernment
process by enabling God to make His will known in
your heart. In order to let God guide our lives we
have to make space in our lives for God and identify
and neutralize the idols which rival our allegiance to
God and to our best selves. The foundation for the

prayers of entrustment is an honest personal inventory.

0

ne should inventory by making three lists. In
the first inventory name all your personal
assets and liabilities (mind, will, personality, talents,
character flaws, etc.). Before you start the list, ask
God to guide you. Your will should be the first item
you list on the page under assets. In the second list
make a list of all the people with whom you are
related, for whom you are in some way responsible.
It is especially important to release to God the persons who seem like a heavy burden. Any person you
would need to consult in making a decision should be
on the list. Your parents, living and dead, should be a
part of that list. In list three, name all the things that
you feel guilty about-even confessed sins if they still
worry you. Also name all the sins that you hold
against the persons on list two. Take as long as you
want to on the three lists; but when you finish, be
certain that every person and every thing on every
list you are ready to give to God. When you feel
ready to give all of these persons and gifts to God,
then you are ready to pray.
It is best to pray the lists through one at a time and
with someone you trust. It is best to pray aloud picturing Jesus and the persons you are entrusting to
Him. Be certain that as you give the person to Jesus,
you ask Him to forgive the person of all the things
they have done to hurt you and you of all you have
done to hurt him/her. If the person you are entrusting to Jesus is your son, then you say: "Jesus,
here is
. Please forgive me of all
I have done to hurt him and him of all he has ever
done to hurt me. Please be his mother in my place
and please, you be my son in his place." Next, picture
yourself leaving the scene, leaving your son in Jesus'
arms. Be certain to pray this picture prayer for all
close relatives and intimate friends, living and dead.
The reason we picture Jesus and ourselves entrusting the individuals to His care is so that our unconscious mind participates in our prayers. Praying
the prayers not only verbally but pictorally means
that we are giving the persons to God with our whole
selves. Having another person present generates
more prayer power and we need the reassurance of
knowing that someone else knows we have given
these individuals to God. After the prayers of entrustment, our relationships do not bind us to the individual whom we have given to God. Instead, we
are free to define ourselves not as they see us, but as
God sees us.
Giving our parents to God is especially freeing. We
are often subconsciously bound to see ourselves as
we feel our parents see us. This is the normal legacy
from childhood, but it seriously distorts reality for us

and keeps us from becoming who God made us to be.
We do not lose the relationship which we have had
with the individuals we entrust to God. It simply
means we cease to be determined or defined in our
personhood by these relationships! Jesus thereafter
carries the relationship and the person, and we can be
free just to relate to and love them. Remember, you
cannot both love and carry responsibility for
someone!
It is good to pray the inventory of ourselves, which
we are opening to God, with someone also. We need
someone to know that we have given these parts of
ourselves to Christ. In this way pray, "Jesus I give
You my mind, my will, etc." Be certain to list the
parts of yourself that you think of as weaknesses as
well as the portions of yourself that you think of as
strengths. The purpose of these prayers is to open
your life to partnership with Christ. After you pray
the partnership prayers, you are committed to make
decisions with God rather than by yourself.

Sometimes we have to do things in life out
of an JI ought" or JI should" motive; but once
we are living our lives in partnership with
Christ, we should question any decision that
is not motivated by deep joy.

T

he key to this partnership is entrusting your will
to Christ. If Christ has your will, it means
that one part of yourself no longer has permission to
run your life without consulting the other parts. Giving Christ your will gives Him the permission to see
that your entire self and your true self is considered
in all decisions you make. For instance, before praying this prayer, you may make a job decision only on
the basis of what your personal ambition is
motivating you to decide. After the prayer which
asks Christ to be in your life from within guiding you
through your will, Christ has the responsibility to
motivate you to consider all the aspects of your life,
including others in your family, in your decisions.
After the partnership prayers in which all parts of
yourself are opened to God, then you should pray to
be guided by your own desires in the decisions you
make. Once your will is given to Christ, you should
be suspicious of "oughts" and "shoulds" as motivational factors. Sometimes we have to do things in life
out of an "ought" or "should" motive; but once we
are living our lives in partnership with Christ, we
should question any decision that is not motivated by
deep joy. Deep joy means our decision has tapped into our true self which is the self God created. As long
5

as we are deciding out of the deep self, we will have
the energy necessary to complete the task. When we
do good out of this kind of energy, we never charge
others for our good deeds and God gets the credit.
The ease with which we do things that are difficult
calls attention to the fact that we are simply being
ourselves and not someone who is morally better
than others through our own efforts.
Good deeds which are done out of "oughts" and
"shoulds" separate us from ourselves. We are asking
of ourselves something we do not have energy for.
They also separate us from others, because we and
they feel we are morally superior because we can
force ourselves to do more than others can. It also
distorts our picture of God to routinely do good out
of "ought" and "should" motivations. God becomes
for us, in our assumptions, a difficult taskmaster
from whom we want to distance, rather than a friend
to whom we want to draw closer. Once we have
completed these basic prayers of partnership, entrustment, and forgiveness how do we discern God's
will in our decision-making process?
First, we acknowledge that we want to do God's
will in the decision at hand. We give freely the decision to God. We ask to be guided in our decision by
our desires. Once we have done these preliminaries
and if the decision is a big one, we may want to take
a day or even a week apart, outside the normal
routine of natural confusion, to see if we can read our
own hearts in silence. Go out in the country or to a
church sanctuary or a retreat center or to the place
which is your holy place, (i.e., where God seems
closest to you), and try to picture yourself in various
scenarios. Suppose the decision is about a job oppor-

(Continued from p. 33)
changed, as I allow it. It is startling to write the
words, but even more startling to experience what I
am trying to convey. For the first time, I am beginning to understand passages like 2 Corinthians 3:17ff.
I can honestly say that I have now witnessed this sort
of change in other people and have begun (just) to
observe it in myself. It is an experience I highly
recommend, even though I would also have to say
that in my case, the potential for making mistakes
has increased dramatically with spiritual growth. I
guess it is usually more dangerous to act than to remain dormant. To counter this very real threat of
error, I have had to be extremely disciplined in study
6

tunity. You might picture yourself continuing to do
the same job you presently occupy and then picture
yourself doing the job which is the new opportunity.
Try to see how each affects the rest of your life so
that it is not just how you feel on the job, but how
you feel in the new city or changing churches which
the new job might entail and how your family would
be affected. You may need to read to collect information before you begin this process. You might need to
travel to the new location to experience how you feel
there; but after you gather the new information, use
it to put yourself as realistically as you can into your
work setting now and into your life setting if you
took the new job. Look at how you feel. Is some part
of you squeezed in the new setting; is some part of
you left out; does your family, as you imagine it, feel
good in the new setting? After you have placed
yourself into the old and the new settings carefully
and looked at all aspects of life you can think of in
both, take an inventory. Which setting do you feel
the most whole in? In which do you feel an undertone
of uneasiness? Which feels most effortless, as if in this
setting you would be carried along? In seeing
yourself in both settings, where do you feel the
deepest joy? When you picture deciding each way,
which way is accompanied by peace?
If you do not have time to set some time aside to go
away to pray, do the prayer surrendering the decision to God the night before and ask to be able to
discern by your own desires the next morning. When
you awaken, fit yourself into both scenarios and use
the same criterion. Once you have an answer, wait a
week or so to see if you still feel peace when you
think about your decision. If you do, act on it!
-------···--·--·-··-··-----··----

____

MISSION

and prayer.
I now feel that what I had before was a kind of
cerebral, personal piety -- very valuable in itself, but
by comparison one dimensional. I knew a lot about
God and I knew Him a little. I didn't love Him very
much really, though I respected Him a lot. I would
say that at present, I am completely in awe of our
God, but there is as well, something in the very
center of myself which has glimpsed a tiny part of the
tenderness of God's love toward us and has responded to that love quite without effort. No doubt,
others have felt these things without benefit of
"tongues," but for me it was a new beginning, and I
am very grateful. ,,_______________________ MISSION

CHILDREN AND THE CHUR.CH

Baptistn And The
Status Of Children
In Churches Of Christ
Do we ignore our children or
affirm their place in the Kingdom?
By CAROLYN K. MITCHELL

W

hat is the status of the child within the perspective of Churches of Christ? To ask this
question would carry the assumption that such an
understanding of children in Churches of Christ doctrine, i.e., a theology of children, had materialized
and that one need only refer to the proper pages for
theological explanation. The search would be in
vain, however, for traditionally Churches of Christ
have not reached any formalized understanding on
the status of children. Our thought and practice is
ambiguous, not by design, but by lack of it. Our
neglect in this very important area speaks louder
than words, for it is as much from silence, as from
words, that we teach.
It is understandable that Churches of Christ have
spent little time defining the place of the child within
their midst, their main emphasis being that of the
(adult) believer. Therefore, the status of children too
young to profess faith is made ambiguous. Often
children are dealt with in a haphazard manner, leaving us with a legacy of vague notions as to what relationship the child has with the church.
Far too many of us are like the disciples who ignored the children gathering around Jesus and considered them an interruption. Or, we may be like the
apostle Paul, who was grateful to be relinquishing his
"childish ways" for more mature levels of living (1
Cor. 13:11).
But we must, as did our Lord,
acknowledge and affirm the child's full humanity.
Recognizing their value, He placed children "in the
midst of them" (Mark 9:36). Jesus' acceptance and
Carolyn K. Mitchell holds a Master of Religious Education Degree from the
University of St. Thomas in Houston, was formerly Minister of Children's
Education at Bering Drive Church uf Christ, and is now dealing in antiques.

blessing of the children makes the message clear:
Children are to be welcomed and valued, for they
reside in the Kingdom. However, we must not sentimentalize children, nor feel that their appealing
qualities in themselves give them the necessary requirements for entrance into the Kingdom. They, like
adults, receive their worth from a gracious, loving
Father; and it is His will that none of these little ones
perish (Matt. 18:14).
CHILDREN AND BAPTISM

The status of children in the church cannot be
addressed without some disposition of the question
of infant baptism. Though most of the early leaders
of the "Restoration Movement" were Presbyterians
and not Baptists, they very early came to an antipaedobaptist position.
The position developed in the Restoration Movement was simple: The unity of all Christians was
possible only on the ground of restoration of the faith
and practice of the primitive church. The basis for
such a restoration was the mutual acceptance of the
New Testament as the sole authority for faith and
practice. There is no command, example, nor
necessary inference in the New Testament for infant
baptism. Therefore, infant baptism must be given up
as an apostasy from New Testament Christianity and
a hinderance to the unity of the church on the New
Testament foundation.
Theologically, infant baptism was rejected on the
ground that it contradicted the New Testament doctrine of the meaning of baptism. Baptism in the New
Testament was "unto the remission of sins" (Acts
2:38). It required faith and repentance as its prere-
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quisites (Acts 2:38, et al.); therefore, infants could
not be the "subjects" of baptism.
Characters, not persons, as such, are the subjects of baptism. Penitent believers-not infants
nor adults, not males nor females, not Jews nor
Greeks; but professors of repentance towards
God and faith in Christ-are the proper subjects
of this ordinance. 1
The whole of doctrine in Churches of Christ on the
status of unbaptized children is succinctly summarized in The Church of Christ, a classic in this movement, by T.W. Phillips:
To insist on the necessity of baptizing persons
who have no sin and do not or can not believe is
to attach an efficacy to this ordinance which is
unknown to the teachings of Jesus and His
apostles. It is to rob it of all its meaning-the expression of one's faith in the burial and the resurrection of Christ. It is clearly taught that baptism is the consummating act in the pardon of
sin. Infants have no sin, for "sin is the transgression of the law." "Where no law is, there is no
transgression." There is no law given to infants,
and could be none, and no obedience is required
of them. Their innocence and purity is pronounced by Christ, for He says, "Of such is the
kingdom of heaven." And, "except ye turn and
become as little children ye shall not enter into
the Kingdom of heaven." 2
This position is not dependent upon, but is similar to
the position taken by Tertullian in his rejection of infant baptism. In De Baptismo 3 he speaks of the innocence of infants and relates baptism to a conscious
acceptance in faith. Baptism, according to Tertullian,
should be reserved for an age when the person might
know Christ and the meaning of forgiveness of sins.
This seems to be the common position in the first two
centuries (infant baptism becoming common in the
third and fourth) and is the position of several postMedieval traditions (Anabaptists, Baptists, Disciples,
Adventists, Brethren, Pentecostals, etc.) and several
recent influential European theologians (e.g., Karl
Barth and Jurgen Moltmann).
However the debate on infant baptism is
understood,
two separable questions exist: (1)
whether baptism is still reserved for an age when a
conscious response of repentance and faith is possible
and (2) how to describe the status of children without
baptism.
RESTORING PENITENT BELIEVER'S BAPTISM
Historically baptism evidently moved closer and
8

closer to infancy until infant baptism became standard practice. This produced the need for something
to take the place of baptism as adult commitment.
Hence, confirmation developed as an event more and
more separate in time from baptism-sometimes
viewed as a separate sacrament of a more mature
commitment and sometimes as a completion following a more mature commitment.
The present tendency among Baptists and among
Churches of Christ to baptize children at a younger
and younger age (a tendency more pronounced
among Baptists) points to a trend similar to that
which evidently occurred in the early church. The
primary reason may be somewhat different, since
neither Baptists nor Churches of Christ believe in
original sin. But a condition of secondary importance
certainly does exist in these churches: it is the feeling
of parents that their children are in somewhat of an
earthly limbo, neither "in" nor "out" until they are
saved and baptized in order to join the church (Baptist) or saved by baptism and added to the church
(Churches of Christ).
Individualistic
rebaptism,
then, becomes the
equivalent to confirmation in Churches of Christ.
This happens when a person baptized very early

"To insist on the necessity of baptizing persons who have no sin and do not or can not
believe is to attach an efficacy to this ordinance which is unknown to the teachings
of Jesus and His apostles.1'
decides at a later date that he "was not ready" or "did
not know enough" at the time of baptism. He or she
then requests rebaptism "just to be safe." A recent
study by Flavil Yeakley shows that 98 percent of one
sampling of those who had been baptized at ages 8
and 9 in Churches of Christ had either dropped out of
the church or had been rebaptized. 4 This data have
implications which are staggering, but these implications have scarcely been faced among Churches of
Christ. These facts cry out for remedy. Some suggestions which might help are these:
1. More emphasis on the objective character of
baptism rather than on the subjective, especially
cognitive, aspects. An individual does not have to
"know" everything there is to know about the meaning of baptism in order for it to be valid for him or
her. The validity of baptism rests on God's promise
that it is for (eis) the remission of sins and that "you
shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit" (Acts 2:38).
This objective view of the reality of God's grace
available in baptism must be inculcated in some kind
of catechetical preparation for baptism and in
teaching about baptism to the whole church. Rebap-
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tism should be discouraged, at least generally, as a
practice based Dn a rationalistic understanding of
baptism.
2. A rite of child dedication 5 as an alternative to
earlier and earlier baptism. Instead of confirmation
as a completion of baptism or individualistic rebaptism, baptism itself should be reserved in Churches of
Christ for an age appropriate to the conception of
baptism as a rite for penitent believers.
According to Acts 5:14 and Acts 8:12, New
Testament baptism was for men and women.
There is no Bible example of boys and girls being
baptized. Jewish usage gives us a way of
understanding how these terms were used. In the
Jewish tradition, a boy was regarded as becoming a man for purposes of worship after his
twelfth birthday.
This is probably
the
significance of the visit of Jesus to Jerusalem
when he was 12 years old (Luke 2:41-52). In the
modern Jewish tradition, the bar mitzvah comes
at the time of the thirteenth birthday. The Jewish
tradition, therefore, regards a boy as becoming a
man for religious purposes at about the same
time that modern educators tell us a child first
develops the ability to do abstract thinking. 6
Baptism is a concrete symbol of abstract conceptions,
and it must take place when the child can relate these
abstract conceptions to the concrete symbol. Otherwise we must have some form of confirmation to
provide a context for such relating, or expect rebaptism-or
worse, dropping out completely. The
Churches of Christ, however, must be committed to
the restoration of penitent believer's baptism to the
Church and to the witness for the scriptualness,
meaningfulness and importance of adult ("responsible") baptism.
An alternative, then, to the infant baptism/
catechism/confirmation
pattern and to the wholly
unsatisfactory,
highly individualistic early baptism/later rebaptism or drop-out pattern, would be
child and parent dedication, orderly and rationally
designed catechesis, and then baptism and admission
to the Lord's Supper at an age corresponding generally to the age of bar mitzvah. Further, this program should be designed and executed as a function
of the body as a whole and not as a haphazard, solely
individualistic exercise of subjective juvenile emotions and motives.

THE ST A TUS OF UNBAPTIZED CHILDREN
The suggested practice of Child Dedication raises
the isses of the status of unbaptized children. Those
who practice adult baptism generally assume a
divinely provided safety for children until they reach
an "age of accountability." Beyond this, most are
rather vague as to the status of unbaptized children.
In that Christ's atoning work applies to all, there is
no distinction between children of believers and nonbelievers. Still the children of believers do enjoy a
unique position through the influence of prayer and
pastoral concern. Though children of believers are
not officially within the fellowship of a believer's
church, they are in a favorable position simply by
virtue of the association which generally leads
toward eventual membership. 7
The position among Churches of Christ on the
significance of baptism and of church membership is
quite different from the traditional Baptist (especially
Southern Baptist) position. For Churches of Christ,
baptism is intimately connected with remission of
sins, reception of the Holy Spirit, and membership in
the Body of Christ. In most Baptist churches,
forgiveness and reception of the Spirit have been
generally divorced from baptism and connected exclusively with a faith "experience" of being "born
again."
Faith and salvation
are received
simultaneously while baptism and church membership occur subsequent to salvation in time. 8
Being "born again" in such a view is primarily an
experience of trusting Christ and asking Him into
one's heart. Churches of Christ, of course, believe
that trusting Christ and inviting Him into one's heart
is a necessary part of the New Birth; but they also
believe that baptism is an integral part of the New
Birth according to New Testament teaching.
Baptists have also tended to believe that one is
baptized into the Church (meaning almost exclusively "local" church) 9 before receiving the New Birth
experience. Churches of Christ believe that the New
Birth and incorporation into the Church (meaning
the Body of Christ) are all part of the same event
which occurs at the baptism of a penitent believer
(John 3:5; 1 Cor. 12:13).
However the New Birth is defined, the children of
Baptists and Churches of Christ members are both
considered to be in the same position prior to the
"age of accountability" and the New Birth. Negatively, they are not considered to be Christians nor

Often children in the Churches of Christ are dealt with in a haphazard manner,
leaving us with a legacy of vague notions as to what relationship the child has
with the church.
9
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members of the Body of Christ. There has been little
serious discussion, however, about what they are
positively. It is time, D.M. Baille admonishes, that
"Christians have to face the alternative whether their
children are in the church, or outsiders, whether
children of God or children of wrath, whether they
are Christian children or little pagans. " 10
In this book on baptism, Baptist G. R. BeasleyMurray deals with this problem as an issue arising
from the biblical conception of baptism. (BeasleyMurray's position on the significance of baptism is
more compatible with the position of Churches of
Christ than with that of most Southern Baptists.)
The children of Christian parents, nurtured
within the fold of the Church, are certainly not
outsiders nor "little pagans" [the expression in
Churches of Christ is "alien sinners"], though
they may be little terrors. But neither are they,
in the fullest sense of the term, "in the Church"
in the sense of members of the Body, that is, in
Christ. Nor should we regard such a view as an
insult to our children. 11
Baptism in the New Testament, he argues, is an adult
experience which should not be attributed to infants
in order to solve the problem of the relation of
children to the Church.
Admittedly, to define satisfactorily the relation
of children in the nurture of the Church to the
Body of Christ is not easy; but it is a mistake to
permit an issue, on which the New Testament is
almost silent, to becloud the doctrine of baptism, on which the New Testament speaks with
clarity. 12
1 Corinthians 7:14 may hold some guidance as to
how unbaptized children might have been regarded
at least by Paul. Beasley--Murray notes that in Paul's
view the child of Christian parents sustains a special
relationship to God and His people. Unbaptized
children are described as "holy" because of their particular relationship to a believing parent. What, if
any, is the difference between children of believers
and children of people of the "world"? Paul the apostle viewed an axiomatic difference between them
when he stated that "the unbelieving husband is consecrated through his wife, and the unbelieving wife is
consecrated through her husband. Otherwise, your
children would be unclean, but as it is they are holy."
Neither spouse nor children are ordinary pagans, but
have a derived sanctification; they are set in contact
with a member of the body of Christ and are considered by Paul as "holy. " 13
This verse says something about the status of the
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child, and it becomes important
meaning of "holy."

to understand

the

In discussions of the Biblical development of the
term it is generally recognized that there was a
primary, non-moral connotation. This is not
contradicted by the truth that if any person or
thing is called holy "it is in a sense derivative
from (God) and dependent upon him or upon his
will" and that therefore "there is a personal conception of holiness implicit at the source." 14
Paul was using the word "holy" in a non-moral connotation rather than attributing moral qualities to
either the spouse or children of the believing parent.
Holiness is attributed to them because of their relationship to the believer, just as Israel was "beloved
for the fathers' sake" (Num. 25:28) and was holy
through patriarchal affilation.
In ceremonial law Israel was "clean" and set apart
from the "unclean" world. Thus Paul was expressing
the relationship of the Christian family to God and to
the church as set apart from the godless world.
Neither spouse nor child is considered "unclean" but
is put in a different category. There is implied, then,
a distinction between one child and another.
Contrary to our tendency to draw black and
white distinctions between those in the church
and those out of it, Paul suggests that it is possible to come within the sphere of the church's
blessing without actually being a confessed
member. And of course this applies, above all,
to the children of believers." 15
The early church then, it seems, viewed the
children of Christian parents as having a unique relationship to the Church. They were not regarded as
born-again, but neither were they seen as being part
of the corrupt world. They were seen as lying under
the care of God, in the hope of their coming into faith
in Christ. Most Christians would believe that
. . . only an evil doctrine of God and man sets
them [children] among the lost or in limbo, and
fortunately the Lord is not bound by our ignorance and mistakes. God is good, his Word is
good, and his grace is ever about us and our
children; our chief responsibility is to see that
we, and they, hear the Word and live. 16
We can affirm that God's grace gives us every
reason to believe in His compassion for all of us. We
in Churches of Christ need to stress a theological
awareness of the covenant mercy of God toward
children to help allay the extraordinary concern of
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parents for the very young. It is both of these which
should be kept in a healthy tension in order to maintain an adequate theological perspective on the child
MISSION
and adult alike.
______
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(Continued from p. 15)
ebbs and flows.
6. Despair-a sense of inadequacy and rejection so
great as to result in depression about the state of the
world and one's place in it. Denial and even disbelief
can occur and in extreme cases severe spiritual isolation and sickness are results. This period is
characterized by suffering, loss, failure, and grief,
and can occur and recur at any point in life, even in
childhood. The level of understanding, however, is
influenced by the level of one's experiences. Those
who remain in this period suffer chronic depression
and isolation. Despair terminates in desolation or
repentance.
7. Grace-this stage marks a new surrender and
peace and is preceded at some point by suffering and
despair.
These periods of spiritual development of necessity
depend on social interaction, emotional maturation,
physical development, and intellectual growth. As
development occurs in each area, it enhances
development in other areas. The path of spiritual
development need not only to be identified but also
to be fostered as a part of the whole child/whole
adult. An understanding of each area of development
enables a better and more complete understanding of
spiritual growth.
The work of Gesell, and especially Erikson,
Maslow, and Bruner, as well as Piaget, Kohlberg,
and Fowler reflect the ways that growth and development must be considered as parts of a whole. Each of
these men focuses on a particular area, but each
acknowledges the interrelatedness of these areas.
This article has drawn from the work of each to show

thesis, Cozer Theological Seminary, Colgate Rochester
Divinity School, April 1982), p. 23.
8 C.F.
William Dudley Nowlin, Fundamentals of the
Faith, The Baptist Spirit (Nashville: Sunday School Board
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9lbid, pp. 233ff., p. 326.
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Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1962), p. 371.
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1lbid, p. 372.
12
Ibid.
13 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics,
vol. IV (Edinburgh: T
& T Clark, 1969), p. 185.
14
G. W. Rushling, "The Status of Children," The Baptist
Quarterly, vol. XVIII, no. 6, April 1960, p. 252.
15 G. R. Beasley-Murray,
"The Child and the Church,"
Children and Conversion, Clifford Ingle, ed. (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1970), p. 132.
16
G.R. Beasley-Murray, Baptism in the New Testament,
pp. 343-344.

some of the ways they impinge on each other and to
provide a basis for examining spiritual development
as something unique but inseparable from physical,
social, emotional, and intellectual development.
-··---·---------··-··-----------·-···MISSION
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Stages Of
Spiritual Development:
From Imitation o Grace
Spiritual Growth
As A Distinct Facet
Of Child Development
By EARLINE KENDALL

C

hildren have often been divided into neat
segments for the purpose of studying their
physical, social, emotional, and intellectual development. Another aspect of development which may be
included in this list is spiritual development; when
noted, it is often tacked on at the end of the list and
may not be examined in the same detail that physical,
emotional, social, and intellectual characteristics are.
Children are wholes with interrelated parts; all
areas of development, including spiritual growth, are
closely aligned and interrelated. In the area of child
development, spiritual growth traditionally has been
defined in terms of social and emotional growth or
moral development, if at all. Though it cannot be
separated from social and emotional development, it
is also related to physical and cognitive growth, and
cannot be separated from these. In this article
spiritual growth of children will be examined as a
distinct
facet of development
with certain
recognizable stages. In addition some of the ways
spiritual growth is related to other aspects of
development are examined, specifically in the
theories of Erik Erikson, Abraham
Maslow,
Lawrence Kohl berg, Jean Piaget, and James Fowler.
Each of these men has identified stages of development to explain certain patterns of growth. They
look at human development from different perspectives-physic
al norms,
psycho-social
and
philosophical aspects, moral and cognitive stages,
and theological understandings.
Stage theorists generally apply the following principles to child development: the child's development
Earline Kendall is chair of the Education Department at Belmont
College in Nashville, Tennessee, and active in teacher education
reform activities. © 1979 by the author.
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depends on previous experience; stages are predictable in sequence; the time-frame for each stage
varies for each child; each stage builds on development which occurred earlier.

Stages Of Physical Development
In the area of physical development "the terrible
twos" is an easily recognized stage incorporating
psychological separation from the parents at a time
of increasing vocabulary, acquiring of bladder and
bodily function control, and other large and small
muscle refinements. Arnold Gesell, Nancy Bayley,
and others may be credited with identifying growth
stages and stating these as "norms." Throughout the
growing-up years, similar expectations will provide
security for parents and a base for planning curriculum that will meet the needs of the majority of
students at a given le·vel.
Erikson's Eight Stages Of Man
Stages of psychological development have been
identified by Erik Erikson as the Eight Stages of Man,
which begin in childhood and continue through
adulthood. These stages are related to physical
maturation and increasing skills. Success at each
stage makes the next stage possible. The eight stages
are as follows: trust versus mistrust, the result of
children's earliest experience of being cared for in a
manner which is predictable and satisfying or which
is unpredictable, thus causing a lack of trust. Until
children develop trust, they have difficulty moving
out of this early stage and cannot move to the next
stage until trust is built. When trust is established,
they can move to the second stage: autonomy versus
shame and doubt. A balance between a sense of self-

control without loss of self-esteem is crucial during
this stage. During this period excessive control by
parents or other adults can cause a lasting propensity
for doubt and shame.
When children successfully establish autonomy
with a minimum of shame and doubt, a period of
initiative occurs. This third stage is called initiative
versus guilt. At this stage, as new mental and
physical powers are experienced, children may worry
about new activities they initiate and new goals they
contemplate. If they do not feel successful as seen by
their friends and parents, guilt will result and they
will be unable to move smoothly to the fourth stage:

During the period of autonomy versus
shame and doubt excessive control by
parents or other adults can cause a lasting
propensity for doubt and shame.
industry versus inferiority. During this period
children are being educated in some fashion; and, if
the new tools and skills are not adequate for
children's needs, a sense of inadequacy and inferiority develops. As children's sense of worth in society is
derived from a positive sense of worth related to their
skills and industry, this is a most decisive stage
socially.
As children move toward the close of the school
years, the fifth stage begins: identity versus role confusion. The struggle for "who am I" and "how do I
relate to my world" is usually a part of this period of
youth. During this period between childhood and
adulthood, young people operate at a level between
the morality learned as children and the ethics to be
developed as adults.
Young adults search for intimacy following the
search for identity in the sixth stage: intimacy versus
isolation. The readiness to commit to affiliations and
partnerships and to develop the ethical strength to
abide by such commitments follows a strong sense of
identity.
During the adult years most reach the seventh
stage: generativity versus stagnation. This period is
primarily concerned with establishing and guiding
the next generation. The final stage that Erikson identifies is the eighth stage: ego integrity versus despair.
For those who have passed successfully through the
preceding seven stages and adapted to the triumphs
and disappointments life offers, the fruits of growth
accrue, resulting in an integrated personality. The
lack or loss of this accrued ego integration is signified
by fear of death and despair.
Erikson's stages at each level of development refer
to the way we relate to others and see ourselves-

spiritual development characteristics.
Self-Actualization Hierarchy
Erikson's way of looking at human development
helps us to know what to expect next, and the stages
he identifies coincide to some extent with physical
maturation, social integration, and have commonality with those identified by Abraham Maslow. Based
on "a hierarchy of needs," Maslow's way of looking
at human development is also sequential, with
satisfaction at one stage paving the way for the next
stage. When needs at one level have been satisfied, a
higher level of need satisfaction may be reached. He
sees human needs as beginning with physical needs,
such as hunger, thirst, and sleep; and when these
physiological needs have been satisfied, higher level
needs then receive attention. In his hierarchy, safety
needs, such as a need for security and order, come
next. Once they have been met, the need for belongingness and love emerge. These include affection,
identification with others, and being part of a group.
Once group membership is assured, esteem needs,
such as prestige, success, and self-respect, surface. If
these needs are met, the desire for self-fulfillment or
self-actualization becomes apparent. However, at
any level of operation when deprivation occurs,
lower needs may dominate again. For instance, at
any age lack of food or sleep will cause physical
needs to take precedent over higher needs. As a person moves toward self-actualization, concern for
others grows. Maslow's levels of need parallel
Erikson's and are related to those of Piaget and
Kohl berg.
Stages Of Cognitive Development
Both Erikson and Maslow's stages cover the
childhood and adult years. Jean Piaget, a Swiss
psychologist, focused his attention on children and
how they differ from adults in the way they think.
Having noticed that the incorrect responses children
gave on I.Q. tests indicated a way of thinking that is

The readiness to commit to affiliations and
partnerships and to develop the ethical
strength to abide by such commitments
follows a strong sense of identity.
different from adults, he outlined stages that children
pass through in the development of their cognitive
ability. The progression is invariant; as a child encounters new experiences, these are assimilated to
form new ways of relating to the world. In order to
assimilate, the child finds accommodation necessary
to fit these new view points with old ways of
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understanding.
From birth to about two years children are in a
sensory motor stage during which their ability to
construct and reconstruct objects is growing. The
pre-operations period which follows is the time for
development of the use of symbols and the acquisition of language. This stage usually occurs from two
to seven years. The stage of concrete operations
follows during which children can substitute mental
activity for actions and can think about relations
among classes of things. This stage is usually from
about seven to ten years. Formal operations or
abstract thinking does not begin to be possible for
most children until age twelve to fifteen. If children
are unable to think abstractly until early adolescence,
much teaching related to spiritual training goes over
their heads during the earlier years and cannot be
grasped until the junior and senior high school years.
Stages Of Moral Development
Piaget was also concerned with the moral development of children as was Lawrence Kohlberg, who
organized moral judgment into stages of development similar to Piaget's stages. Kohlberg based the
determination of which level of operation a person
was using in a particular situation on moral dilemmas. Responses made to these dilemmas indicates the
level of moral reasoning. Each of Kohlberg's stages is
characterized by distinct modes of moral reasoning
and represents a move from self-centered thinking
towards greater consideration of others. The aim of
moral education, then, is to stimulate moral reasoning from one stage of development to the next.
Kohlberg and Piaget indicate that movement from
one level of understanding to another is a gradual
process which cannot be "taught," but can be
facilitated by peer interaction and exposure to thinking by others at the level just higher than their own.
Kohlberg's six stages are divided into three levels
of moral development: pre-conventional,
conventional, and post-conventional.
Stage one is an
egocentric deference to superior power and the
avoidance of punishment. Stage two is a naively
egotistical assumption that whatever satisfies one's
own needs is right. Stage three is a "good boy" or
"good girl" orientation where moral reasoning is
directed toward pleasing others. Law and order
characterize stage four; and stage five is legalistic,
with duty defined in terms of social contracts or
majority will. Stage six is an orientation toward
rational, universally prescriptive principles for the
good of all. Kohlberg has identified the possibility of
a stage beyond which stage six goes.
The stage of moral judgment is determined by the
reasoning used to make a moral decision, not by the
decision itself. This is related to age and maturity and

intellect but is not governed completely by these.
According to both Piaget and Kohlberg, moral
development is dependent on social experiences and
interaction with peers and cannot happen without
this no matter how effective adult teaching and example are. Moral development cannot be separated
from social, intellectual and emotional development.
Kohlberg's stages are directly related to those of
Erikson and Maslow, as well as Piaget's. Moral
development is thought to be similar to spiritual
development and the development of faith in a
religious sense. It is similar, but different.
Stages Of Spiritual Development
The stages of development discussed thus far have
been physical,
psychological,
psycho-social,
cognitive, and moral. In the final section of the
article these will be examined as they relate to
spiritual development. For the most part, the charting of spiritual growth has fallen more to theologians
interested in patterns in the development of faith as a
unique experience than to psychologists and child
developmentalists
concerned with the integrated
development of children. How spiritual growth is
interwoven with other areas of growth, particularly
during the critical years of childhood, is worthy of
examination as a preface to this discussion of
spiritual development.
A theologian who has done work similar to that of
Kohlberg, but specific to the development of faith, is
James Fowler, formerly of Harvard Divinity School
and now at Candler School of Theology at Emory
University. Fowler interviewed more than three hundred persons between the ages of four and eightyfour in 1972 and 1973. The result was "to give access
to faith as a patterned process of thinking and valuing" (Life Maps, p. 35). He views his stages as
sequential, hierarchical,
invariant,
and perhaps
universal-in
much the same way that Piaget and
Kohlberg see theirs. However, Fowler warns that his
stages should not be viewed as constituting an
achievement scale or an evaluative scale. They may
be seen as a way of looking at the journey of faith.
Fowler uses stories in much the same way Kohlberg
has used dilemmas to determine the stage(s) from
which a person is operating.
Fowler's stages are as follows:
Stage 1. Intuitive-projective
(4-7). Children are
able to respond with only rudimentary empathy to
moods since the child cannot project into the position
of another. This is directly related to Piaget's emphasis on the egocentrism of children.
Stage 2. Mythic-literal
(6-11 + ). The middle
childhood years are a transition period from an empirical world to a private fantasy world.
Stage 3. Synthetic-conventional
(12-18). This stage

has an adolescent and adult version and may last into
middle age. In this stage there is mutual role-taking;
the image of self is as it is seen by others. This is a
conformist stage of deeply felt beliefs and values
which are grounded in the beliefs or authority of
significant others.

The Despair period is characterized by suffering, loss, failure and grief, and can occur
and recur at any point in life, even in
childhood. Those who remain in this period
suffer chronic depression and isolation.
Stage 4. Individualizing-reflexive (young adult).
The self emerges from the encircling dependence
upon significant others. There is now an awareness
of having a determinate outlook or faith. A person's
views are seen as different from those of others.
Stage S. Paradoxical-consolidative (30 + and may
occur earlier in those who have suffered extensively).
This stage enables a person to embrace and maintain
apparent contradictions or tensions as truth is viewed
from diverse perspectives. Persons reaching this stage
will have experienced suffering and loss; they will be
able to see many sides at the same time and can live
with ambiguity, mystery, and awe.
Stage 6. Universalizing. This stage builds on all
that has gone before, as each of the stages has. Persons in Stage 6 exhibit qualities which show a lack of
self-preservation and security needs. Oneness and
unity with God characterize those in Stage 6; they
may become martyrs to the visions they incarnate.
Many aspects of Fowler's stages parallel those of
Kohlberg and Piaget. In attempting to synthesize the
insights from these and those whose works were cited
earlier, one sees that each of these perspectives seems
to be interrelated in much the same way that each
person is a whole with interrelated characteristics.
Each of these development theories stresses stages
of development that are sequential, hierarchical, and
invariant. However, another way of looking at certain kinds of learning experiences is to view them as
spiral rather than lateral. Thus, each time we are exposed to a particular concept, our understanding of
concept increases so that, with each new exposure,
we build on what we have learned previously,
thereby, expanding the concept and reaching a higher
level of understanding. In this way, any concept can
be taught at any age if it is broken down into simple
enough components. Developed by psychologist
Jerome Bruner (1960), this way of looking at learning
experiences is called a spiral curriculum approach
and can be applied to conceptual learning of all

types, whether it be multiplication, sex education, or
religious faith.
This author identifies seven periods of spiritual
growth as being congruent with what is known about
how children grow and learn in other areas. Though
some may experience these periods, or observe others
experiencing these periods, in a predictable sequential pattern, they also may be recognized as periods
repeated from time-to-time in all our lives, with each
repetition bringing new insight and renewed faith in the manner of Bruner's spiral approach. That
reversions to lower levels of operation take place is
recognized by both Erikson and Maslow and is
reflected in Bruner's spiral approach to learning. The
author's stages of spiritual development are based on
these models.
period when participation
1. Imitation-the
precedes understanding.
Participating in rituals,
belonging to a group, and doing what significant
others are doing are parts of this stage. This stage is
frequently experienced in early childhood, but some
adults may continue throughout their lives operating
at this level of spiritual growth. All of us participate
at this level at times; imitation may carry us forward
when we are too weak, discouraged, or distracted to
participate otherwise.
acknowledgment, sometimes
2. Acceptance-an
verbal and public, of one's spiritual or religious identity. This may occur during the middle childhood
years or later in life and can mark one's "coming of
age" spiritually so that subsequent growth can take
place. This "arrival" can also mean arrival at a
destination, and some never progress beyond this
level.
3. Questioning/seeking truth - a search for one's
own answers, sometimes internally, sometimes externally, involving exploration, study, and the examination of others' ideas. This period often occurs first
during adolescence and may recur many times as new
insights and experiences produce new questions.
Some few may adopt a permanent role of "devil's advocate" and never move beyond this stage.
pervasive guilt resulting in
4. Guilt/works-a
efforts to earn acceptance and forgiveness through
good works or achievements. This stage can occur
during any period of life and frequently recurs.
Gratification during this period depends largely on
winning the good opinion of others. This may be sufficiently gratifying for some to remain at this stage
for the remainder of their lives. If the esteem of
others is not won or if it fails to prove to be satisfying, frustration and helplessness can result.
5. Faith--the period of developing a trusting relationship with God. This stage occurs repeatedly
throughout life as one's willingness to rely on God
(Continued on page 11)
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Growing Responsible
Children
Maturing is learning to deal with
consequences.

By KAREN SAMPSON

P

erhaps it started in the sixties. Perhaps it had
roots in the fifties. I was too young then to be
much of a social analyst. I do know, however, that in
1987 I am surrounded by a problem that did not happen overnight. In my job as a social worker I run into
this problem every day. It confronts me on the
telephone as I talk to parents who have a thirteenyear-old who is "giving them fits." It confronts me
again in a run-down rent house, with the filthy
wallpaper peeling from the walls and my foot pressed
over the hole in the floor to try to keep out the subfreezing air as I talk to a woman whose husband ran
off with a girlfriend who would do drugs with him,
leaving his wife to deal with their pregnant teenage
daughter and eleven-year old son who is on probation.
The problem confronts me again as a member of
my basically middle-class congregation. Parents are
frustrated with their children's behavior and unsure
what to do about it. Relationships are on the rocks,
careening toward an unsure future. Somewhere in
the last generation and a half there seems to have
been a major short-circuit in the maturation process
of the population. We find ourselves awash in a sea
of irresponsibility.
Perhaps the clearest example of the populationwide lack of responsibility is the massive number of
abortions performed in the United States annually.
The rallying cry "freedom of choice" is a thinly veiled
disguise of respectability for basic irresponsibility.
Karen Sampson of Arlington, Texas, holds the Master of Divinity Degree
from New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary and is a social worker for
Christ's Haven for Children in Keller, Texas.
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In our modern world many of the natural consequences of our actions have been removed. Life is
easier. Several generations ago the consequences of
actions were more immediate. If you did not chop
wood, you were cold. If you did not milk the cow,
she went dry. If you did not plant a garden, you did
not eat. Responsibility was a daily reality of
life-often a harsh reality.
I do not advocate turning back the clock. I do not
say we should move back to the farm, turn off the
electricity and cancel our insurance policies. What I
am saying is that responsibility, which used to be a

Somewhere in the last generation and a half
there seems to have been a major shortcircuit in the maturation process of the
population.
We find ourselves awash in a
sea of irresponsibility.
natural fact of life that was simply accepted, must
now be taught.
Child-rearing experts are talking more and more
about responsibility and consequences. They are telling us, and rightly so, that the child who is not allowed to deal with the consequences of his or her own
actions cannot be expected to become a responsible
adult. Among the most competent of child-rearing
experts are Dr. Dan Dinkmeyer and Dr. Gary
McKay. Their book Raising a Responsible Child
(Simon & Schuster, 1982) and their parenting class
materials, Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP) advocate a sensible parenting approach

that helps to mold sensible, responsible children.
In their STEP program Dinkmeyer and McKay
help parents to understand their child's misbehavior
by looking at the goals of that behavior. They discuss
communication between parent and child and its
vital importance in the family. A major aspect of
their communication is the role of encouragement.
Dinkmeyer and McKay believe that children can
function effectively only if they believe in
themselves. Conversely, a misbehaving child is a

accomplishments rather than their failures.
As we began to examine the STEP materials for use
in the ministry of our congregation, we sat down to
consider the philosophy of the principles which were
being advocated. The question we examined was, Is
there anything in the STEP materials that contradicts
Christian principles? As we looked over the book,
the central question that came to the surface was this:
Does the idea 0f democratic family structure contradict biblical principles? Dinkmeyer and McKay

Current child-rearing methods have produced children who have little respect
for order and authority and who are concerned only with their own rights.

discouraged child, one who does not feel adequate
and feels he has little possibility of solving his problems. Encouragement becomes a cornerstone of the
STEP program.
The STEP program continues by discussing
discipline through the use of natural and logical consequence. The authors argue that current child rearing methods have produced children who have little
respect for order and authority and who are concerned only with their own rights. Natural and logical
consequences are designed to help children learn to
accept responsibility. When a child is allowed to experience the unpleasantness of her own actions, she is
learning by experience, always the best teacher.
STEP offers many examples to parents of how to
handle normal disciplinary problems with natural
and logical consequences.
The STEP program continues with a discussion of
the Family Meeting. The Family Meeting is designed
to be a time for family discussion and planning
both for fun and for accomplishing tasks. In a
seminar conducted by Dr. Dinkmeyer, he commented that if he had any change to make in the
STEP program it would be to emphasize the Family
Meeting by moving it to the beginning of the nineweek program. It is his belief that the Family Meeting is a key to successful family functioning.
The concluding segment of the STEP program is
given over to building the confidence of parents.
Dinkmeyer and McKay urge parents to have the
courage to be imperfect. Discouraged parents will
find it hard to raise responsible and encouraged
children. Trying to learn new methods of child rearing instead of raising our children the way we were
raised involves extensive self-retraining. The authors
try to help parents not to be discouraged by their
mistakes in handling their children, to focus on their

state that society has changed, family dynamics have
changed, and, consequently, parenting methods
must change also. The autocratic family structure of
the 1940s and 1950s has given way to a family constellation in which authority is more equally shared
between parents. In this newer family structure,
Dinkmeyer and McKay argue, the democratic structure is more able to accomplish adequate child rearing.
Does the Bible give God's imprimatur to any one
system of child-rearing? Is the patriarchal, autocratic
family alone blessed of God? The Bible certainly
teaches that it is the responsibility of the parents to
train their children. The biblical family was certainly
patriarchal and autocratic; however, if we seek to
restore the family structure of Bible times, we would
have to reconstruct a family unit consisting of the
patriarch and his wife, their sons and their wives and
children, any unmarried daughters and the family
servants. Most of us would find this to be impossible
and unworkable.

T

he question boils down to this: What is our goal
as parents? Is our goal to have authority over
our children? Or is our goal to mold warm, caring
human beings who are capable of acting responsibly
and dealing with the consequences of their actions?
Dinkmeyer and McKay assert that the autocratic
family system does not tend to produce responsible
children. The evidence of the world around us tends
to reinforce this assertion. The STEP system of childrearing principles offers a way to foster a sense of
responsibility in our children. The place to confront
the irresponsibility of our generation is in the home.
By training our children to be responsible we can
short-circuit the cycle of irresponsibility.
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APPLES
After two decades her image was still clear:
Poised behind the lectern, horn-rims in hand,
So proper in a simple dark blue dress,
Each auburn-gray hair in place
To shape a soft French roll,
She'd stab our sophomoric minds
With kindly piercing eyes and diction
Rhythmic and precise ...
Eager, hesitant, I moved on
Down the antiseptic hall to her room:
"Miss Brown, it's Mary Lou."
"Mary Lou . .. Carter?" memory
Affirming ancient strength.
We embraced and right away she turned to apples
"Peel me that red one on top."
From the drawer I took a paring knife,
Cut away the radiant skin and
Diced the white part into tiny bits,
One at a time easing them through
Toothless gums and alternately caressing
Shriveled, ashen cheeks to help her chew.
Then as she struggled to swallow, the nurse invaded:
"Miss Jennie, you know you musn't steal!
Those are Bessie's apples; eat your own."
She mumbled apologies as syllables and saliva
trickled . ..
And, overwhelmed like Joseph beholding his
brothers,
I fled to my car and wept.
Mary Lou Walden
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A Word For Our Ti1nes
The Christian And Time And Aesthetic Experience
When you've been really touched by
the skill of an artist, how long did your
sense of appreciation last? As long as
you were reading the book or until the
play or piece was over? As long as you
stood there studying the picture or
sculpture? Would you say your sense
of pleasure
existed during your
exposure and thereafter as long as your
mind from time to time recalled it? Do
you include the first moments or hours
or days of your acquaintance with the
work when you had insufficient
knowledge of it to realize for yourself
that it was good?
I suggest that the joy of aesthetic experience occurs only in flashes of
recognition of merit. You may read a
book for days, but your appreciation
of its truths will hit you in pulses of
just seconds' duration. The rest of the
time you'll be accumulating information and looking up words and responding to the book in tentative, ambivalent, or even negative flashes of
response.

Actually I can't support with any
authority this contention that aesthetic
experience occurs in seconds, not
hours or days. I can only ask you to
recall carefully your own experience in
realizing that you like (or dislike) any
stimulus. While some responses may
seem to be sustained pleasure (or revulsion), I believe on close examination
you will find your reactions to be a
series of mere moments of insight into
your own approval (or disapproval).
This idea is important in the cultivation of patience. You have to slog
through a lot of stuff to get to the point
of realizing it's good stuff. Especially in
our own revved up society, we often
think if we don't have a quick positive
response, we've got a loser on our
hands. But if we realize that we have to
spend some time learning a work
without the kick of liking it while we're
learning, then we'll go about the learning and patiently wait for the flash of
appreciation when we say, "Hey, that's
good."
This idea has further importance for

Forgiveness: A New Approach For New Times
Throughout the Gospels, accounts
are given of Jesus forgiving sins. Many
times this forgiveness was a part of the
act of healing physical ailments. Not
only did Jesus forgive sins, but He expected His followers to forgive also.
Through various stories and parables,
Jesus instructed His disciples to be
about the difficult task of loving their
enemies and forgiving one another
seventy-times-seven times.
Yet in our day the word "unforgivable" is often used to describe people or actions that are horrible or unethical. How is a Christian to follow
the mandates of Jesus to forgive in a
world where so many "unforgivable"
acts are committed?
In most churches forgiveness is
taught as a Sunday School lesson for
young children and is rarely given
more sophisticated treatment. Thus,
many of us are struck with a notion of

forgiveness that is appropriate
for
children but inadequate for adults. It is
one thing to forgive the boy next door
for knocking down your Tinkertoy
tower; it is quite another to forgive an
unfaithful spouse.

Our Biblical Heritage
In the Old Testament forgiveness is
focused on the relationship between
God and humanity. By recognizing our
need for forgiveness and by honoring
God as the one who forgives, we are
restored to a right relationship with
God. The context for forgiveness is the
covenant relationship. As long as the
people are willing to return to the
boundaries of the covenant, God will
give them another chance. In the
Hebrew Scriptures and in Jewish
theology God alone can forgive sins.
(Quanbeck,
The Interpreter's
Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. 2, pp.

a columnfor
opinion and
personal
reflection
By Mary Sue Black
the Christian because of the similarity
between aesthetic
experience
and
character
definition.
Both require
patience in working
toward
the
resulting moment. We try to live lives
of love, but we go from Monday to
Tuesday to Wednesday busy with our
obligations
and normally
seeing
nothing very good accomplished.
Many days we're not even sure we're
headed in the right direction. But I
believe that our faithfulness
(or
faithlessness) will show up sooner or
later in a flash, in a word or in a
gesture. That's not to say that all the
days of muddling through are irrelevant, just that they do not define us.
They move us toward our definitive
moment. We shouldn't feel hopeless
about being unable to accomplish
much of God's will as we slog through
our days. If we express our faith from
day to day in mundane ways, the
moment will come for our true colors
to show up, and God will say, "Hey,
that's good."

By Kelly Boyte Peters
314-319).
The understanding
of forgiveness
from the Hebrew Scriptures was the
starting point for Jesus, who expanded
the responsibility of humanity in the
process of forgiveness. Not only do we
have the privilege of asking God for
forgiveness, but we must also be able
to forgive one another. In fact, our
relationship with God hinges upon our
ability to forgive.
Although Jesus broadened the scope
of forgiveness by including humanity
and by forgiving sins Himself, His
understanding
of the rneuning of
forgiveness was virtually the same as in
the Old Testament.
"Forgiveness
removes the barriers caused by sin and
thus opens the way to recovery of
wholeness of personality, of health and
integrity" (Ibid., p. 318). Jesus' concern
for the wholeness of the person is the
reason He healed physical ailments and
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forgave sins simultaneously,
We see that the biblical understanding of forgiveness is consistent in both
the Old and New Testaments, despite
the difference in who does the forgiving, Forgiveness, then, is an essential
element in our faith and spiritual
development. If we are to be whole
people, then we must know how to ask
God for forgiveness and we must know
how to forgive others.
The Contemporary Problem
Most of us do have the capacity to
ask for God's forgiveness and are able
to accept that forgiveness. Most of us,
too, are able to forgive one another for
the ''Tinkertoy" level of our sins. But
what meaning does forgiveness have
when the sins committed are far graver
and hurt more deeply?
Most of my friends and parishioners
have at least one event, relationship,
or person in their experience that continues to cause them great pain. I

It is one thing to forgive the boy
next door for knocking down
your Tinkertoy
tower; it is
quite another to forgive an unfaithful spouse.
believe, as most of them do, that the
ability to forgive would alleviate some
of their misery. But how do you
forgive an uncle who molested you as a
child, who continues
to molest
children in your family, and who tells
your family you are crazy when you
try to seek help? How do you forgive
an employer whose underhanded
manipulation forced you to give up a
job you liked and needed? How do you
forgive people you cannot talk to? If
the goal of forgiveness is to restore
wholeness, health, and integrity, how
is it accomplished in these complicated
circumstances? Talking to friends and
church members and reflecting upon
my own experiences has made me
realize that the Church has a role to
play in formulating a new approach to
forgiveness. But nothing made me
more convinced of the urgent need to
reevaluate our approach than did talking to Marie.
Marie: A Case Study
I was working for a rape crisis center
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when Marie came into my office.
Marie had been sexually assaulted
three years before and had made little
progress in recovering from the
assault. As she told me about her life
during the previous three years, I came
to see how she was a victim, not only
of the rapist but of several wellmeaning Christians. I became aware
for the first time of how loosely most
church people think of forgiveness,
and I became convinced that most of
us have left "forgiveness" back on the
Sunday School table with our paste
and blunt-edged scissors when I met
Marie.
One week after her assault Marie
made an appointment to talk to her
minister. The day of the counseling
session Marie arrived at the church a
few minutes early. The church
secretary welcomed her and said,
"Look, Marie, I know what happened
to you and I'm sorry. I know you'll do
the Christian thing and forgive the
man who raped you."
I do not know what advice her
minister would have given, because
Marie did not stay for her counseling
session. The secretary's words had
ripped her apart. Marie had endured
every woman's nightmare when she
had been raped. She had thought she
was going to be killed. Her feelings
about sexuality were confused; her
self-esteem was shattered. Forgiving
the man who had raped her was not
what she was prepared to do, certainly
not at that point.

There are some hurts so deep
we will not be able to forgive
them on a personal level.

After the incident with the church
secretary, Marie told me she heard the
"just be a good Christian and forgive
him" advice several more times. Not
only did that advice minimize the
trauma she was feeling, but it made
Marie realize that she would not find
help for her recovery among her Christian friends.
Marie and I spent many hours
together, mostly talking about the
spiritual issues • around her sexual
assault and its effect. We came to see
that the issue of forgiveness was the

roadblock to her recovery, Together
we struggled with the question, "How
can Marie be a faithful Christian and
recover from her trauma?"
The solution was not simple; nor is it
final. However, Marie is in the process
of recovering, and she has taken
significant steps. These are some of the
elements of the solution:
1. Marie recognized that the violence

"Forgiveness
removes
the
barriers caused by sin and thus
opens the way to recovery of
wholeness of personality,
of
health and integrity."
she suffered was a sin, a sin against
God and humanity. This act of naming
and talking about the rape as sin was
helpful in discussing it as a spiritual
issue.
2. Marie read the research about the
psychological make-up of rapists and
learned that many men who rape were
themselves
sexually
abused
as
children. She then prayed for the
young man who raped her, saying in
her prayer not, "It's all right," but "He
needs and deserves help." This step
enabled Marie to see that striving
toward wholeness, health and integrity
will not only lead to her wholeness,
but can lead to the wholeness of
society,
Understanding
something
about how this horrible crime could
have happened brought the experience
out of the personal level and into the
societal level.
3. Marie vowed to work to stop the
cycle of sexual violence. She is now a
volunteer at the rape crisis center,
where she works to educate the community about sexual abuse and assault.
The Turning Point
Is there anything that can be learned
from Marie's story that can be helpful
in other situations? The turning point
for Marie was when she moved from
seeing her rape in personal terms to
seeing it in societal terms. This is a step
that can be made in most of our experiences. The husband or wife whose
spouse was unfaithful can try to
understand why the infidelity occured
in their marriage, what can be done to
heal their marriage, and what it is
about our society that makes it so easy

for this to happen. The employee
treated badly by a boss should first examine the specifics of the personal
situation and then can ask, "Are there
other people at my company who have
been treated this way?" That question
might lead to investigating possibilities
for changes in policy or beginning a
discussion group for the others who
have been unfairly treated.
It should be noted that this step from
the personal to the societal cannot be
rushed. It is vitally important that the
personal issues be addressed first, and
thoroughly, whether in counseling,
therapy, or some other kind of program. Only if all the personal questions have been adequately answered
will the next step be successful.
What good does it do to move to the
societal level? First, it is the natural
step towards wholeness, health and integrity. Second, it is in keeping with
our Judeo-Christian heritage, where
the healing of the individual is always
linked to the healing of the community. Third, it appeals to our human,

pragmatic desire to fix something, to
make a difference. Fourth, work is
good therapy. Finally, as we work in
the societal level, we understand more
about the problem; and we come closer
to being able to accept and forgive
what happened to us.
It is my belief that there are some
hurts so deep we will not be able to
forgive them on a personal level. I
doubt if Marie will ever be able to look
into the eyes of the man who raped her
and say, "I forgive you." Neither do I
think it necessary that she do so. She
can say about him now, not, "I hate
him," but, "I hate what he did to me."
She has recognized that he is a part of
the cycle of violence which she is trying to stop. When we move from the
personal level to the societal level, we
are a part of the process of forgiveness.
The Church's Part
I fully realize that this approach is
not applicable to all the "unforgivable"
experiences in our lives. Not everything can be translated to the societal
level, and not all societal problems are

If It Were Not So, I Would Have Told You:
Handling Accurately The Word Of Truth
I am swept by an article in today's
newspaper back to my vulnerable
youth. I read the details of the deaths
and survivals among a youth group
caught in the flooded Guadalupe River
on their way home from "Christian
Camp." As a teacher, I am proud that
one of their teachers has the sense to
tell the teenagers that "this horrible
thing is something none of us will ever
understand"
and that "everything
we've been taught will have to be put
into practice now." I am disconcerted
that one of the young people thinks
that the Lord "had a reason for
this . . . . I think some of those in our
group were not saved and this will
teach them a lesson."
As a young person, responsive as I
was to all coercions for my "own
good," I might easily have parroted
such a sadly reductive platitude. As a
young person in the Restoration movement, I was taught to honor the jot and
tittle of all Scripture, but I was also persuaded to consider very specific pieces
of dogma absolutely fundamental to
having the nerve to call on God. I
knew God had "lessons" for me, and I

was alert with more sensitivity than
sense to suggestions as to what they
might be.
Looking back, I wish someone had
encouarged me to discern the tone and
perspective
of Scripture
without
which-as
I now understand about
language-the labored transcription of
content
is misleading
and even
perverse. I might have noticed how
often Jesus accepted ironies and how
complicated issues seemed to Him
from what records we have of His reactions around those He addressed as
philosophical confidants. If I had been
alerted to Jesus' range of irony, His
rhetorical elusiveness and detachment,
His sang-froid, His indirection, His
sense of history,
I might have
assimilated much faster and dealt with
much more competently from the
healthy philosophical reactions that it
takes years to learn from adult experience and which becomes then, in
our minds, antipodal to the religious
dogma of our youths.
Although somebody went over the
scriptural principles I list below as a
concerted part of exposing me to Scrip-

easily
addressed.
Furthermore,
challenging some of the societal problems is too risky for many people. I
do believe, however,
that many
wounds from the past continue to
fester because we have not considered
the alternative. We have not thought
to ask the question, "Is there another
way to look at this besides looking at
just how it has affected me?" Moving
beyond the personal can get our lives
moving, too, out of the ruts of the past
and into the exciting and fulfilling process of forgiveness.
Most of all, I hope that this article
encourages other church folk to join in
working out a new approach for
forgiveness that is faithful to our
heritage and yet appropriate for our
complicated times. We owe it to
ourselves to move forgiveness out of
the child's Sunday School classroom
and into our places of worship, our living rooms, and our lives. We owe it to
people like Marie to make the church a
place where wholeness, health, and integrity can be found.

By Paula Tyler
ture(s),
find it astonishing
in
retrospect that not one person told me
that these were the principles of faith
that would survive
interpretive
upheavals and through which I might
possibly approximate a model of the
spiritual existence. If I could talk to
that teenager whose friends drowned,
not the least of the wonderful things I
would want her to know about basic
dogmas is that they contain room for
the complexity of human experience
and they exist in the first place to combat rather than to escalate the awful
feeling that we have nothing very comforting assured to us. I would put
together from Scripture for her what
remained disjointed for me:
1. The hairs of your very head are
numbered. Yes, God's ways are far
above our ways and indeed we were
not with Him in the creation of the
world, but we are important enough to
God that He would no more refuse to
supply us the information that we need
to survive than a father would give a
rock to his starving child. Fear the
power of God, if you have been given
the rare gifts of constructive fear; but
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do not fear He will exclude you for
your inevitable errors in judgment and
changes of mind. Hardheartedness is a
biblical sin; being careful about what
people tell you is a virtue.
2. After all, in our Father's house are
many mansions. If it were not that
way, we would have been told. The
gate is straight and narrow is the way,
but Jesus gave His life to ransom the
many, not the few, and to unite those
out of every nation who love God.
3. Therefore, do not be troubled.
Believe in God in His many manifesta tions, one of which is words. God so
loved the world He gave His son to
demonstrate that what we see and the
blackness we fear is not all.
4. The sun shines on the evil and the
good, whichever you are at a given
moment. If you fa ll short of your own
expectations, or the ones you were
taught,
or-especially-God's,
the
universe will treat you with the same
!attitude Scripture urges you to show
to others. The rejections, failures, and
random catastrophes in your life can
be accepted with the same modesty
you are urged to display toward your
occasional triumph s. God may not be
trying to tell you anything about
yourself
through your sufferings,

although you may come by complex
experience to know more about the
world and truth.
5. This will be beneficial, for the
truth will make you free . The context
of Scripture does not say that truth will
only be in words; it promises that if
you find truth, you will become free .
Scripture repeatedly says you can
speed up the process, you can court
wisdom,
you can avoid foolish
disputes. It is useful to be content in
whatever state one finds oneself; it is
even honorable to be a good and
faithful slave, if need be. But God
values your freedom for you.
The weightier matters of the law
suffer when they are reduced for expediency, for memorization,
or for
handy reference; even the milk of the
word defies reduction to a list, an article, an acrostic, or a sermon. We need
to acknowledge how complex the
greatest and seemingly simplest truths
are, encountered in the experience of
an individual seeker. Confusions and
workings out in a faith are inevitable
and lifelong . If young people aren't
going to grow up too spiritua lly
bankrupt to survive the tediousness of
institutional life, they need to be aware

We were changing classes that morning, all 305 of us at David Lipscomb
High School in the spring of 1952,
when Nicky and I stopped for a drink
at the water cooler downstairs in Harding Hall. Knocking drops off his lips he
looked up and asked, "Has Miss Allen

talked to you yet?" Something in the
tone of his "yet " suggested Doomsday,
but I didn't know what he was getting
at.
"No, why?" I said, ready to move on
to science class. Then it hit me. I
gasped .
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To speak where the Scripture
speaks, to be silent where the Scripture
is silent ; to emphasize in proportion to
the tenor of emphasis in the Scriptures
as a whole, to impart what is
necessary , useful, and encouraging until He come: is there any more difficult
matter for discernment than deciding
what we will bind on other people, if
only our children, if only in our hearts ,
and what will we loose?
Neither dogma , nor kindness can
postpone for long the significant questions of the individual seeker of truth.
God grant us the courage to think as
deeply as real spiritual surviva l requires and to surre nder our onedimensional reductions of the Christian existence. Let us, in the image of
God, give people truths that will set
them free-principles
of harmony,
goodness, and peace-against
which,
Scripture assures us, there can be no
law .

By Mary Lou Walden

In Retrospect ...

Mary Sue Black

of this and they need to be made aware
of the complex nature of all things pertaining to God. It is irresponsible to indoctrinate people that their reservations will inherently spring from a
weak grasp and an inadequacy of
faith.

Kelly B. Peters

Mary L. Walden

"She knows," Nicky said, "and she's
go ing to talk to you."
Miss Allen was our 11th grade
English teacher. At 24, she was less
than a year out of graduate school
struggling hard to survive that first
year of full-time teaching. Her reputation as a beginner had preceded her,
and most of us had worked hard all fall
to ensure her early demise. In the
beginning I had thrown as much
orange peeling and chalk at her as the
other kids; but as the year progressed I
grew to admire her tenacity and quiet,
determined resistance , qualities that
were beginning to temper my militancy. The specia l attention she had singled me out for on occasion had also
helped; through her I had a chance to
write for the Pony Express , our biweekly newspaper.
I relished the
potential power inherent in that job .
So that morning when Nicky and I
stopped for a drink, I hadn 't become a
full-fledged conscientious objector in
the battle against her ; but at least I was
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hearing faint beats from a different
drummer.
I braced myself for a confrontation I
knew would be about as relaxing as a
snooze in a Procrustean bed. In class
that afternoon she delivered the summons: "Mary, please come by to see
me after school today. " At three
o'clock I showed up right on schedule ,
having already preached to myself ad
nauseum the sermon on morality I'd
get.
I sat docilely in a front -row desk to
wait for her to finish end-of-day paper
work. After a minute or two she put
down her pencil, looked straight at me
for at least a 30-second hour, then said
calmly:
'Mary, I know you helped Nicky
cheat on that book report . His was a
day late and I had already read and
graded yours by the time he turned it
in yesterday, but when I saw that it
was just like yours-a lmost word-forword-I was so sad and upset that I

couldn't even sleep last night. I lay
awake most of the night thinking
about you and crying over what you
had done."
My rehearsed defense-"everybody
does it; it's no big deal" - was dropped
in favor of a feeble impromptu, 'Tm
sorry . I didn't know you cared that
much."
"I really don't know what to do.
want to be fair; yet you and Nicky
have cheated on a major part of your
term grade. But because I had already
put a grade on your paper before he
even turned in his, I'm going to
average that grade with a zero for your
mark; and since Nicky's paper was late
and dishonest, I'll have to give him a
straight zero. Mary, I want you to
know that this hurts me a great deal,
for you have grown very special to me
this year."
During the next few weeks I indulged in a lot of sweaty introspection,

finally concluding that it might be no
big deal if everybody else cheated, but
that brand of morality wasn't for me . I
would henceforth neither cheat nor
help others to cheat.
And I pretty much kept that resolve
in years to come. But it must have been
at least ten years later before I ever
confessed to my former teacher, by
then a treasured friend, that I had done
more than just help Nicky cheat: I too
had heard the story first from someone
else. Neither of us had read Breakfast
at the Hermitage, and like him, I
deserved not 95 averaged with zero but
just plain zero I
That experience, now so long ago,
has lingered with me through the
years, serving many times as a
reminder of the powerful influence of a
single unobtrusive
caring person.
Never before had anyone-except
perhaps my mother, who wouldn 't
have wanted me to know-lost
sleep
and cried over my sins.
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DEVOTIONAL THOUGHTS

Co0101union Meditations
By WILMA BUCKNER
A TIME OF SWEET REMEMBRANCE
As a registered nurse, I have shared in the last days of many people's lives. At
times I would write poems for them to let them know how special they were to me.
Share with me now one stanza in a poem written "To Dorothy ."
I bring you first
The gift of sweet remembrance
As on some distant February day
When I am stacking soups
One on the other in neat array
And when my corn sits side by side
With other cans of corn,
And when my new white blouse
Comes pink or blue from the dryer,
I'll remember a time of April laughter
And a lovely lady with a soft and gentle face.
It is a gift that only sharing offers .
Stacking my groceries in neat array would have no meaning for Dorothy and me had we not shared a time
of confession and openness which lead to April laughter.
As Christians we gather weekly for a time of sweet remembrance around the Lord 's Table. It is a special
time because the spirit of Christ shares life with us - directs , comforts , and gives us joy . With each passing
year, as we walk with our Lord, the time of remembrance becomes sweeter .
For each of us, the memories are unique, resulting from time spent in reading, praying, and living with
Christ. My memories include those first days in Sunday School where I learned my first Bible verse, "Be ye
kind." I recall, too, days of commitment, times of rebellion, hours of confusion . My Lord has walked with
me through the valley of the shadow of death, and He has lead me to peaks of remarkable joy. His promises, His assurance, and His instructions fill me.
Though I remember the April laughter, I rarely think of my friend Dorothy without thinking of her death.
It was a beautiful time of transition, spent with her family and minister , and took place with a prayer on her
lips.
As we think of our Lord around the communion table , His death becomes uppermost in our minds . Far
from beautiful , His painful death speaks of the ultimate love. For us He died . For us He lives again . How
simple the words. How profound His act of love.
The bread and the wine whisper again the words , "Do this in remembrance of me ." What memories of
your life with Jesus Christ come to your mind as you eat the bread and drink the cup? What sharing have
you done that makes this communion a testimony of his death until He comes again ?

Wilma Buckner is President of the Women 's Coun cil at th e Firs t Chri stian
Church in Johnson City,
Tenn essee . Sh e wears
m a ny hats, suc h as wife,
mother , free-lance writer ,
nurse. First Rights On ly.
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A Blending

THUS

Communion:
A blend of body and blood.

We, this church,
are lifeless
without the sacrifice.

The Body His people, His bride, His lo11e
This is My body of Me.
Do this in remembrance

The blood likewise.
without the body
is to no a11ail,

The Blood His sacrifice, His life, His
redemption
This is My blood GilJen /or man for /orgilJeness
of sins.
Today is the blending
0/ body, of blood. of self
In celebration of resurrection.
In truth, the body
without the blood
is lifeless.

BUT
Flowing through us
re11italizes and sustains
us. His body.
Henceforth
Let this act of commemoration
Be a blending of our lilJes
in the body
With an awareness of sacrifice
through our own sacrifices.

OUT OF HIS VITALITY
We come to the place of worship for a variety of reasons. Some come under duress - from spouse,
parents, or even self comes the imperative to attend "services." Others come filled with joy for life,
looking forward to seeing friends. Responsibility brings still others, as they must preach, lead singing, serve communion, or teach a class. Some come sick, tired, lonely, depressed, angry, sinful, or
afraid. Among those of us who come for many reasons are those who come to worship their God in
spirit and in truth.
Most of the time we spend together in worship ls directed by a few "worship leaders." We sing
songs selected for us, one man leads us in prayer, and a minister preaches. Whether or not the worship leaders help meet your needs for relationship to God, only you know.
But communion
time Is your time Jesus invited you to eat His body and drink His blood. That's an invitation to partake In His life to let what He was permeate your life. It ls His invitation to let Him speak to you out of His vitality,
not out of the silence of His tomb.
Let this time refresh you . Listen as He speaks . Relax and respond as His life touches yours .
"My peace I leave you ..• "
"Your faith has made you whole ••• "
"Go and sell what you have and give to the poor ...
"Lo, I am with you always ••• "
"Be reconciled
with your brother ..• "
"Love your enemies ••. "
"Blessed are those that mourn •.• "
"Go and sin no more .•. "

We come
membrance
unique, can
life - "This
rest ."

"

to the place of worship for a variety of reasons , experiencing a variety of needs. In reof Him we approach communion . Through the bread and wine , we , though individually
become one with Him and each other , united by His vitality and purpose . He calls you to
ls my body , this ls my blood, " - "Remember me " - "Come unto me " - "I wlll give you
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A Proper Time To Hutter Down
Then the Lord God said, "It is not good that the man
should be alone, I will make a helper fit for him ...
and they became one flesh. So they are no longer two
but one flesh; what therefore God has joined together,
let no man put asunder.
Genesis 2:18-24; Matt. 19:6
The rain has ceased, but still the sky is deep grey. The wind is more than sifting through the leaves. It's as though it loses its balance occasionally and
tumbles out of control, sometimes taking a branch or two with it. I wonder if the
leaves get in the way and cause the somersault, or if its the leaves that slow it
down to bring things back in order. At any rate, it is calming now. The leaves
have recovered from the slap of the rain - well, most. A few could not withstand the knock and fell before they thought to hold on in hope. The ones who
withstood seem somehow greener-washed
clean by it all; perhaps torn in a
place or two, but greener just the same. Tomorrow they will drink the summer
sun, to be embellished by golden flowers-not
of their own adventure-merely
accepting that they never really were in control of winds. Oh, they too will let
go someday, but together. Not because they could not withstand; more so
because they sense the Autumn, a proper time to flutter down, with dignity,
almost unnoticed, except perhaps to join in as children's play gives rise to one
last glisten .
-Nita Newman Short

Nita Newman Short is a
member of the Bering Drive
Church
of Christ
in
Houston . She currently
serves
as
As s ociate
Teaching Director of Com munity Bible Study in that
area.
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A Wontan and Jesus
A Devotional Study of John 8
By BILLIESILVEY

I

see him sitting in the temple , surrounded by a
crowd, as a woman is brought to him - a sinful
woman, a woman like me.
"We caught her," they say, and I feel that trapped
feeling - the feeling you get when you're caught in a
lie, or in selfishness or smallness. "What does the law
say?" they demand, and I know the answer. "The
soul that sinneth, it shall die." I know what that
means . I know the dirtiness that won't wash away,
the evil like a demon leering from my face, even just
the discouragment of never quite measuring up.
"Let him without sin cast the first stone," He says,
and suddenly I see everything in a new perspective.
Sure I'm a sinner - dirty, evil, discouraged. But I'm
also part of the crowd. They can 't touch me - the
people I've hurt and disappointed. They've hurt and
disappointed people, too. No longer the outcast, I'm
part of them all. But just as I start to feel good about
it, the crowd dissolves. One by one, they slip away,
and I'm left alone - with Jesus.
He looks at me, and in His face, I see the real horror of my sin. Not that I've hurt someone or let someone down , but that my sin brought Him, in all His
sinlessness, to the cross. In mingled shame, wonder,
and gratitude, I hear His words, "Go your way, and
sin no more."
* * ***

When I was a child, I was afraid of the dark. When
the lights were turned out, the furniture in my room
would reshape itself into creatures of horrible dimensions. I had nightmares, too, and my imagination
worked overtime.
I could feature all sorts of
creatures lurking under the bed and inside the closet,
waiting to jump out and grab me.
I remember those dark fears as I hear Jesus say, "I
am the light of the world." Jesus can chase away the
monsters of darkness . Not just transformed furniture, nightmares and monsters in closets, but the
real terror of my sinful deeds and attitudes. When I
follow him, the darkness can't touch me. I'm safe
from evil without and within.
But the Pharisees don't understand. They accuse
Billie Silvey , of Lawndale , California , is Associate Editor of 20 111
Century Chri stian . She is the author of a book on Ephesians , Gori
Has a Plan f or You , has completed a book on Lord Byron and is
working on a novel.
~

Him of lying.
Jesus knows they are still in darkness . They can't
see who He is - where He's come from and where
He's going. They can't see why He's forgiven me,
while they condemn me. They can't see that He
wants to forgive them, too.
They want witnesses . "What does the law say?"
Jesus knows what it says, "At the mouth of two
witnesses," and He has them - witnesses of the
highest caliber. "Where?" they ask, in darkness still.
The answer glows radiant before them, "If you
knew me, you'd know the Father."
* * * * *

"I am not of this world," He says, as visions of
aliens from outer space flash through my mind.
When He said He was going away, terror gripped my
heart again. I've known the warmth of His forgiveness, the light of His revelation.
Surely He can't
leave me now. I press forward with the others, as He
speaks of strange and wonderful things - of another
world He's going to where I can't go. "Unless you
believe," He says.
I believe. At least, I think I do. "Help me believe,"
I cry .
(Continued on p. 39)
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I'm The Loyal Opposition
Seroice and Fun in the Minority Position

By JOYCE BARTON

T

he sermon's over and one of our elders rises to
make a special announcement: forms are due
today nominating qualified men to be deacons. I
think of all the women I know who do so much of the
work of this congregation, and I wonder how I can
possibly fill out this form. I also wonder what I'm doing here. Why am I not at a congregation with
leaders whose beliefs are more like mine? I'm a
charismatic with feminist leanings whose beliefs are
on the left side of the Church of Christ. My congregation, the Waterview Church of Christ, is large
(over a thousand), suburban, wealthy, solidly
Republican and solidly mainstream Church of
Christ. One would think the twain would never
meet.
The Lord led me to Waterview when my husband
and I moved from Boston to Dallas in 1972. A year
after we placed membership there, I incredulously
asked Christ for some confirmation that this was
where He wanted me. He promptly obliged; so I
sighed and started trying to fit in .
Although conservative by my standards, this is a
tolerant congregation . Adult classes consist mainly
of discussion groups. Twelve to fifteen people, plus a
leader, discuss several verses of Scripture each Sunday morning. The discussions are usually a delight.
Leaders are well-trained. The groups consist of people who have lots of Bible background and who enjoy playing with ideas. People who do not enjoy
such groups go to other congregations. Waterview
attracts people who are comfortable with the idea
that a given Scripture may have many interpretations. This tolerance makes it possible for me to be
an active member here.
My role is that of the "loyal opposition." My function is to stir up, ask questions, raise doubts. I try to
Joyce Barton, of Dallas, Texas, has been a frequent contributor of
art work to Mission Journal as well as a thoughtful and helpful
critic .
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get the church to avoid unthinking adherence to
tradition. I dislike easy answers and simplistic approaches, and I point them out wherever I can . At
the same time, since Christ has made me a part of this
local body, I must always have its welfare in mind. I
have to be careful not to object so much I cause harm
to the congregation or to any member of it. I'm opposition, but I'm loyal.
I volunteer for everything. I bake pies for the old
folk's home, pull weeds in the flower beds, create
bulletin boards for classrooms and hallways. (Nobody censors my bulletin boards. I think of each one
as a little sermon I get to preach I) I take food to the
sick, make props and backgrounds for puppet shows
(also some puppets), have junior high devotionals in
my home, and give luncheons . I create visual aids
for teachers, and posters for special events.
Whenever the church doors open, I try to be there.
If the deacon in charge of adult classes asks for suggestions, I submit some. Why not have a discussion
group on articles in brotherhood publications (like
Mission!). Let's have a retreat on how to develop
personal areas of ministry (otherwise known as gifts
of the Spirit). A series of discussions on women's
place in the church would be nice (where I could air
my views).
I'm active in women's ministries.
I help plan
retreats, submit material for a weekly newsletter, and
help write material for the Wednesday morning
classes.
I figure no congregation is going to be anxious to
get rid of so useful a member, no matter how odd her
views.
I object and question wherever I can, usually on a
very minor level. People aren't so threatened by a
casual and informal objection. Once our summer intern from ACU told me that the teenagers were in
charge of the evening worship next Sunday, so I asked him what my daughter would be doing. My ob-

jective was to point out to him that he was in fact
leaving half the teenagers out of his plans. I felt free
to do that in a private conversation; but I wouldn't
have said anything if he had been making a public
announcement.
Our discussion groups are wonderful places for me
to teach. Because of tradition and the illogic of
males, I can't lead a group (a fact I point out at every
opportunity); but enthusiastic participation is encouraged. I study hard for those groups.
Sometimes, rarely, I do intentionally raise a fuss.
Recently Waterview was showing a series of Dobson
films and refused to show one in which Shirley Dobson spoke. I was furious and hunted up the deacon in
charge.
His reasoning was, of course, that

I object and question wherever I can,
usually on a very minor level. People aren't
so threatened by a casual and informal
objection.

"somebody might be offended." I told him I was very
offended by this bizarre decision. I spread the
word-(they'd
been trying to do this quietly)-and
encouraged friends to complain. Friends did, and I
think it was made clear to the men responsible that
they had not succeeded in avoiding giving offense.
There are problems, of course. While I do in-

fluence a few people, I haven't really affected the
congregation as a whole. I hate seeing my daughters
grow up in a congregation that won't ever challenge
them to their full potential. (As a friend of mine once
said, "to really serve the Lord in the churches of
Christ, you have to be highly verbal and male.")
Most of my spiritual food comes from sources out-

My function is to stir up, ask questions,
raise doubts. I try to get the church to avoid
unthinking adherence to tradition.

side my congregation, and that is not as it should be.
I often think cynically that I am Waterview's "token
liberal."
However, after fifteen years at this church I've
formed deep friendships. When I had a serious illness
a few years back, I was surprised and touched at the
amount of love and support that was given to me. I
enjoy stimulating discussions and have a lot of fun
with my minority position. Overall, I have more in
common with these people than I do differences,
since we all serve the same Master. Many of them
have been serving longer than I have and have a
depth and wisdom that I lack. In spite of things like
the deacons' form, I feel useful at Waterview. The
Lord has found me a congregation and a position in it
well-suited to my talents.
·-···--··-··---------·--·-·····--····--------MISSION
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''This One Thing I Know''
The Goodness and Faithfulness of God

By NANCY MYERS

Dear Bobbie Lee,
You asked me to write for this issue of Mission, an
issue that may be among the last of the Journal as we
know it. Since I've often written for Mission over the
years, I am pleased to be asked. The problem is, I am
not sure what to write.
I have given it a lot of thought. And it's not as
though I have nothing to say. It's just that if this is to
be my "farewell" offering as a Mission writer and
Board member, what among many options shall I
choose to write?
Also, I admit it's not just a problem of too many
options. It's also that now personally staring at the
half-century mark, I find I am less inclined to commit
myself indelibly in print. There are fewer philosophical and doctrinal assertions that I can positively
make, or anyway, fewer that I wish to speculate on.
That which I believe, I believe deeply. But the scope
of these certainties has become more finely tuned
with living, with life. By temperament and as a
literary scholar, I am inclined to see ambiguities.
What would you like me to write about? Shall I
update some of my previous essays? Shall I write the
story of the "rebels" who have returned to the fold?
Fifteen years ago, as you know, my husband and I
became discouraged with the Church of Christ, for
all the reasons familiar to your readers.
So we
became part of a "walk-out" church, disfellowshipped "en masse" with about a hundred other people.
But later, we had to move from that town. We were
not received by the church in our new town, seeing
that the minister from the previous town had written
ahead to warn them about us; subsequently, we
spent a period of seeking and kind of wandering
around
like the boll weevil of the folk song "just
Nancy Myers holds a Ph.D in English from North Texas State
University, currently teaches in Keller, Texas, where her husband
is Superintendent of Schools, and is a member of the Mission
Board.
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lookin' for a home." We visited other denominations
across a wide spectrum, from Pentecostal charismatic
to mainline Presbyterian to New Thought Unity.
From each one I learned something very essential and
beautiful. And, from each one I learned that every
denomination has its own traditions, its own notfound-in-Scripture jargon, its own dogma.
So after all that, here we are now pictorialdirectory-members
of the mainline (or liberal,
depending on one's point of view) Richland Hills
Church of Christ in Fort Worth! And what is more,
we like it very much, thank you.
Of course, Richland Hills is a very special church.
Second largest Church of Christ in the world, I'm
told. Pretty traditional in a lot of ways. (In all
churches, traditions serve the useful role of providing us with identity.) But, Richland Hill is way
out front in its commitment to make an impact on the
real world. Its diverse ministries include a counseling
center, with its own building and staff of six trained
therapists; a large volume of community care work;
pioneer work in singles ministry; sponsorship of
Bread for a Hungry World on the one hand and the
World Bible Translation Center on the other. Yes,
3,000 fellow members are too many to get to know.
But such vitality is in that place! They actually offer
seminars in such subjects as Divorce Recovery, Grief
Recovery, Step-Parenting, and Life After Drugs (the
latter a well-established ministry). There are a large
number and variety of classes to choose from, with
frequent use of films, some by teachers in other
denominations.
They even let a woman direct our
a capella chorus, the esteemed Richland Hills Family
Singers, because she is (whoever heard of such a
thing?), quite simply, the most qualified. Elders with
vision and a minister whose lack of egotism, obvious
humility, and positive preaching have contributed to
the phenomenal growth. This church is a beacon in
the community - emphasizing our likenesses instead
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of our differences. Emphasizing grace! In many
ways, it is just what we hoped for fifteen years ago,
but perhaps did not expect to see. At times, during
those years, I wondered if we were wrong to rebel.
But I wonder too: If we had not, without the unrest
of many like us all over the brotherhood, could
churches like Richland Hills have come to be?
"Freedom within structure" is the way my husband
characterizes Richland Hills. And that about covers
it. And after years of wandering, wanting to come
home to our own heritage yet unable to fit in, we
were glad to come home to "freedom within structure."
And that's another story, Bobbie Lee. It literally is
our home. Remember the last article I wrote for Mission, on the problem of the two-career marriage?
You got some letters on that one, didn't you? I came
out for putting one's husband's career above one's
own, if it came to that. Sacrificing one's own, if need
be. And some women did not go for that. Well, here
is the sequel.
Over a year ago, my husband received a substantial promotion in his career and obtained a new job
- where else? - back at home. After years of working up the ladder in small towns, we got to come
home to Fort Worth*, where I grew up and where my
parents and extended family still live, where we married and our children were born, where former
students of twenty years ago met us with open arms

After years of wandering, wanting to come
home to our own heritage, yet unable to fit
in, we were glad to come home to "freedom
within structure."
at the door of Richland Hills church. The Lord is so
creative! Of all the towns where his career could
have taken him, none is so perfect for us as here for our children have settled here too! And the point
is, my husband might not have advanced to this
place at this time had we not made the decision to
subordinate my career to his. It was a decision I do
not regret; it was right for me; and I believe the Lord
has honored us now by giving us this heart's desire.
So I could write about Richland Hills and I could
write about coming home - or I could tell you about
our miracle.
The miracle has a name and the name is kidney
transplant. The miracle transformed my twenty--sixyear-old son from a weak, skinny, dying young man
who had been ill most of his life to a vibrant, glowing
picture of health - in just three weeks!
*Keller is adjacent to Ft. Worth and is the fastest growing school
district in Texas, at 100% growth.

The phone rang at twenty minutes after midnight
on June 23, 1987. "Andy, we have a kidney for you,"
the doctor said. "Do you still want it?"
"You bet," Andy answered, suddenly wide awake.
And so we threw on our clothes, hopped in our car,
and drove the thirty miles to Dallas, filled with anticipation and hope. Would it be a good match? Only a final, six-hour test would tell. My husband and I
had already been through extensive testing, only to
be told, to our disappointment, that minor problems
with our health would not allow us to donate a

My husband might not have advanced to
this place at this time had we not made the
decision to subordinate my career to his.
It was a decision I do not regret; it was right
for me; and I believe the Lord has honored
us now by giving us this heart's desire.
kidney to him. Would this night end our years of
waiting?
It was a match.
Hours later the kidney of a
nineteen-year-old young man fatally injured in a
pedestrian accident was placed into my son's body.
The kidney started working right there on the table
and has, thanks to wonder drugs, transformed the
life of my son. One of the results of renal failure is a
slowing of mental alertness, even a loss of IQ. Now
Andy has already gained twenty pounds, and the
energy and mental alertness we have not seen in him
for years.
Why might Mission readers be interested in this
personal story? Because it is a story of hope: These
kinds of medical miracles are surely one of the best
things about the twentieth century. Because it is a
story of faith: Through all these disheartening years,
my son believed that God would heal him. And
because it's a story of sacrifice: The parents of that
young man unselfishly donated all of his organs so
that others might live. In fact, while Andy was in
surgery, we waited with the family whose father was
receiving the other kidney. What an exciting night
that was, though it never left our minds that our
hope came to us through another's sorrows.
Well, looking back over these stories, Bobbie Lee, I
see that they are happy ones. May I write about
them all7 Because this is exactly the way I would
choose to end my authorial efforts for Mission (if
that need be): with a testimony to the goodness of
God. Earlier I said that there are fewer things of
which I am certain than there used to be. But chief
among these certainties is this one: God is so good.
(Continued on p. 39)
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''Do Not Put Out
The Spirit's Fire.''
Do The Gifts Of The Spirit Exist Today?
By CHARLOTTE LAWLER

T

here is an issue that is an undercurrent in our
brotherhood, one that I have been longing to
read about in Mission; but as long as I have been a
reader, no article has appeared. I know that there are
others who have experienced something of what has
spontaneously burst into my family. Why is this
subject taboo?
Over a year ago now my daughter shocked me by
confiding that during a private devotional in her
room she had been given a gift of tongues. Tongues!
The mere thought was repugnant. I thought that only ignorant or superstitious or emotional people
could ever convince themselves they could speak in
tongues. Donna has none of these characteristics. I
knew that there was no such gift available today.
Didn't I?
Even as I denied it to myself, a little ice cube of fear
began to form that maybe - just maybe - what she
said was true. I had been marveling for months over
Donna's rapid metamorphosis from a pleasant
enough but sometimes stubborn and thoughtless
teenager into a positively lovely, considerate, mature
young woman. And there was the Bible study. She
had developed into an avid and systematic reader
whose hunger for God's word obviously sprang from
a genuine desire to absorb it. I had been elated by
these changes. They were good changes. I didn't
want to deny that, though Donna was certain they
were a direct result of her encounter with the Holy
Spirit.
I told no one about my conversation with my
daughter, but it led me to a cautious and thoughtful
restudy of passages once so familiar as "proof texts"
supporting the view that miracles and tongues had
ended with the apostolic age. What I found was
mildly surprising - not because the texts had changCharlotte Lawler is a 1963 graduate of Abilene Christian
versity and lives now in Wahroonga, Australia.
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Uni-

ed, but because I had an altered awareness of them.
Words I had read "over" hundreds of times leapt out
of the pages at me: " ....
eagerly desire spiritual
gifts ....
I thank God that I speak in tongues more
than all of you .... pray in the spirit on all occasions
.... Do not put out the Spirit's fire .... " And on
and on.
I was not fully convinced that what Donna had
was what she said, but I knew that something had
happened to her and that it had powerfully worked
in her life. All that was before Ann.
Donna's friend Ann is a brilliant science scholar
very methodical, objective, articulate. You would
expect a product like Ann if you looked at her
parents: one, a distinguished judge; the other, a
respected documentary film maker. You might not
expect her to be involved in a story like this one,
however.
As one of Donna's closest Christian
friends, Ann had been told about Donna's "gift" and
decided to ask for a gift of tongues for herself. None
of us was prepared for the answer to that prayer.
Ann was very shy about speaking her tongue in front
of Donna at first. She said, "I thought at first it
might be German, but it must not be because I say
'Herr' a lot, and 'Herr' means 'mister,' doesn't it?"
But as a fluent speaker of German, Donna knew
something that Ann didn't realize: "Herr" can also
mean "Lord." The first full sentence Ann spoke to
Donna was this one in a flowing German dialect: "I
am joyful when I am praising you." And later:
"There will be no more tears." The ripples from
those events dropped into the center of two families
and two churches and are still being felt farther and
farther away.

W

hen I returned to the United States recently,
I was faced with the prospect of sharing these
happenings and others with my family
not a totally happy prospect, since one could hardly find a

more traditional "Church of Christ" viewpoint than
the one prevailing among my people. I was very
prayerful about the meeting though I did not know
exactly what to pray.
I need not have worried about preparing my family for my little talk. Before I had the opportunity to
open my mouth, they were asking me about the
charismatic movement in Australia. And before I
had a chance to share with them about Donna and
Ann's gifts, one of my sisters and her husband were
subjected to a frightening and totally unexpected
spiritual "attack" as they shared a prayer in their
home. Such an experience would be horrifying to
anyone, but to members of a very traditional Church
of Christ it was a devastating shock. By the time we
assembled for our first family Bible study at the end
of the week, we were a very thoughtful and receptive
group.
When a second sister flew in from Kentucky a few
days later, I was given the job of explaining all these

I cannot accept that the answer to a misuse
or perversion of spiritual gifts is to do away
with or discourage them. If this really is the
Holy Spirit working, how could we even
contemplate such a solution?
baffling events to her. I was the one who was to be
stunned, however. She accepted my account with
considerable calm and then confided that for years
she had been receiving spontaneous and detailed
messages about problems of people she met who
were previously unknown to her. Furthermore, she
was often given real insights into how they might
solve these problems though she did not always
reveal these insights.
By this time you may be drawing the conclusion
that I am simply a member of a rather strange family.
Madness would be a neat explanation
except that
what occurred in my own family was not all I was
given to think about during my visit. I learned that
two other families of close friends had been affected
in a similiar way. I also noticed that the Holy Spirit
was referred to and discussed in our churches with a
freedom and frequency unknown in my growing-up
years. What are we to make of it all? Is the Lord acting in our brotherhood in a powerful and exciting
way? Or not?
As you can imagine, I have spoken to a lot of old
friends about this subject lately; and, of course, not
all the response is positive. It has been pointed out to
me, for instance, that Churches of Christ went
through a charismatic cycle in the Northeast about
eight years ago and that some of the results were less

than encouraging: a distrust of scholarship and a
moving away from the authority of Scripture.
I
could not support either of these trends. On the
other hand, the Gospel itself has often been distorted
and perverted through the ages; and I certainly
would not suggest that the remedy there is to do
away with the Gospel. In the same way I cannot accept that the answer to a misuse or perversion of
spiritual gifts is to do away with or discourage them.
If this really is the Holy Spirit working - as I now
believe it to be - how could we even contemplate
such a solution?
For many, the issue will not be "What are we to do
with these gifts?" but "Do these gifts really exist?"
There is no way I can prove on this page that what I
have written is true. But I am hoping there will be
others who will begin to give a similiar testimony.
It is certainly true that the implications of accepting
the reality of gifts of the Spirit today are enormous.
I have been forced to begin to think these implications through. And I suggest that more and more of
us in the Church of Christ may find ourselves going
through the same exercise.
Some months after this article was written, the
author had further experiences.
She wrote as
follows: "I now have a prayer language (not one I
recognize) and am experiencing the adventure of a
new, deeper spiritual relationship. It is very difficult
to be logical and objective about overwhelming
things, but here goes. I prayed for a language many
times once I had made up my mind there was something beneficial in "tongues," but nothing very much
happened until one day, when I was feeling particularly frustrated and left out: I simply opened my
mouth and articulated whatever came out. To my
mild surprise, it was not a babble but words, phrases
and sentences. There was no great emotional high at
all. But what has happened since, is a different matter. Over the past eight weeks or so I have had the

I now feel that what I had before was a kind
of cerebral, personal piety -- very valuable
in itself but by comparison one dimensional.
wonderful privilege of watching five people come to
Christ - hardly an avalanche of souls into the
kingdom, but more than I have personally been
associated with in the previous thirty years. (Two of
these middle-aged women had been involved in
separate occult practices.)
Furthermore, I am experiencing a deep renewal of
my commitment, which has absolutely nothing to do
with my own efforts at "goodness." I am being
(Continued on p. 6)
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What Shall I Do?
My Gender Shall Follow Me
All The Days Of My Life.

By MICKI PULLEY

The following article is taken from a Master of
Divinity thesis, written at Harvard University and
entitled "Epistle to the Churches of Christ." The divisions are those of the original thesis, but each contains only excerpts.
Introduction

T

he history of the Churches of Christ is my history and therein lie my roots. I have grown up
in the Church. Part of what that means is that since
my birth, I have been at Church every Sunday morning, Sunday night and Wednesday night for worship
and Bible study. I am grateful for the faith that has
been nourished, for the knowledge that has been
shared, and the friendships that shall ever be cherished in this Christian tradition.
The cornerstones of many Churches of Christ have
inscribed on them "33 A.O." That is a reminder that
we are seeking to be the New Testament Church.
There are no creeds, no icons or images; and with
only one exception, there are no women "ministers."
Many are convinced that it is the only TRUE
church. It is not a church that one simply attends for
an hour each week. It asks that the church be your
family and the focus of your life. It has been just that
for me, my family, and my dearest friends.
It is to the Church of Christ that the following
thesis is written. I write from the inside. I do not
want to leave my tradition. Yet, it does not appear
that I have a choice if I choose to follow the call of
ministry.
In describing my personal journey within the
Church, I want to convey the depth of my relationship with the Church and to describe clearly the
struggle of one who must choose between staying in
Micki A. Pulley is Co-Minister of the Brookline Church of Christ,
Brookline, Massachusetts. First Rights Only.
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the Church and using the gifts God has given for
ministry.
Scripture is the final authority and the literal Word
of God for most in the Churches of Christ. Our motto has been "No creed but the Bible." Therefore, I
shall develop my thesis around New Testament
passages. First, I will focus upon the Gospel narratives, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. But, if I am
going to address the issue of women's role in the
Church, I must secondly look at some of the key
Pauline passages. For, unfortunately, in our history,
there have been two passages, one in 1 Corinthians,
and the other in 1 Timothy, which have been used
constantly, to prohibit participation by women.
These have been used as authoritative commands;
consequently, other Pauline passages in Romans,
Galatians and Philippians, as well as Luke's words in
Acts, have been "overlooked." My third objective,
then, is to call the Church, not to "re-interpret"
Scripture, but to look at all of Scripture within context.
History Of The Churches Of Christ
An issue or disagreement within the nineteenthcentury Restoration churches, then called "Christian
Church" or "Disciples," concerned the role of
women. After the Civil War, the role of women
began to change in society. This opened questions
about the role of women in the Church.
Perhaps the first female minister in the Restoration churches, Clara Babcock began preaching in a
small Illinois church in 1888. She had been doing
that quietly in a small part of the country until 1892,
when she decided to report in the Christian Standard
that she had baptized over 300 persons. 1
It was an issue that would not go away. In 1894,
David Lipscomb, the editor of the Gospel Advocate
and later, the founder of David Lipscomb College,

admitted that recently he had received "not less than
twenty queries on the question of women preaching
in public." 2 Lipscomb opposed women ministers and
concluded that they were products of "northern theological liberalism. " 3
The Gospel Advocate was the Southern publication. It addressed the issue of women many times at
the end of the nineteenth century. Some did not
think women should be allowed even to teach children or to write for publications.
Others wanted
women to preach.
Lipscomb printed that they
should teach children and write. He even used Priscilla and Philip's daughters as examples of female
teachers. But he concluded that they only taught in
private. 4 I wonder how he knew that.
I question the purpose of the Gospel Advocate's
printing of George T. Taylor's rejection of Philip's
daughters' prosphesying.
Taylor concluded that
though Balaam's ass prophesied, this should not "be
regarded as divine authority to fill our pulpits with
literal rather than figurative asses." 5
There were a few Southern ministers, though, such
as J.N. Clem of Arkansas, who in 1892, focused on
the message of Jesus and contrasted what was being
interpreted as Paul's command for silence from

I write from the inside. I do not want to
leave my tradition. Yet, it does not appear
that I have a choice if I choose to follow the
call of ministry.
women to Christ's response to women:
If Paul's prohibition of women's speaking is
to be general in its application, it is a good
thing that Jesus got that good work from
the woman of Samaria, before Paul closed
their mouths. She captured a city for Jesus
... but just let a woman try that now, and
we will ... stop her mad career.
He continues, "Jesus died to redeem man from the
slavery of sin, and women from the slavery of man. " 6
of man." 6
It is clear that the debate over the role of women is
not a new one for the church. The Churches of
Christ in this century have almost unanimously
agreed that women are not to have active roles in
worship. There are differences in other areas as well.
These differences are possible, because each Church
of Christ is autonomous.
There are no governing
boards. This explains why, at my home congregation in Springfield, Missouri, as in most Churches of
Christ, a woman cannot be involved in any way, in
the leading of public worship; however, in Brookline, Massachusetts, women may preach, pray, or

serve the Lord's Supper. Theoretically, there is no
distinction made between the clergy and the laity in
any of the churches.
The "priesthood of all
believers" is emphasized, although in reality it is applicable only to men. I am aware of the impossibility
of trying to show that women had equal status to
men in the early church. I am also aware that in my
tradition, far too little emphasis is placed on Jesus'
response to women, the response of Christianity to
women in the context of the ancient world, and the
New Testament picture as a whole. I am not writing
this letter for the historian or the divinity school
scholar, but for those who, like myself, have been
reared in the Church of Christ. May new passages
come to mind to those who, after reading this, are
asked "what the Bible says" about women. May
awareness be heightened, and may consciousness be
raised, and finally, may hope be given to those of
future generations.
Epistle
To my Brothers and Sisters in the Churches of
Christ. Grace and peace to you. From a minister of
the Gospel of Christ.
The Church of Christ: For those of us who have
been "brought up in the Church," these words hold
great meaning. They do for me. And they always
will. The Church of Christ is noi a church one
leaves. It shall be with me all the days of my life.
The church has been both my mother and my father.
My roots are deep. And as a youth director once told
me, "when the doctors perform my autopsy, on the
inside will be written, 'Church of Christ."'
My grandfather was a preacher in Salem, a small
community in northwest Arkansas. And it was near
there, in Agnos, Arkansas, one hot Sunday morning,
that he proudly held his two-and-one-half-year-old
granddaughter behind the pulpit so that she could
recite the books of the New Testament. Two years

I want to call the Church, not to "reinterpret" Scripture, but to look at all of
Scripture within context.
later, I would stand on the stage in the South
National Church of Christ in Springfield, Missouri,
and recite the books of the Old Testament. No one
told me then that, because I was female, I was never
to speak again in the Church.
I did not realize the hindrance of my gender, until I
was in grade three, when my sister was reprimanded
for teaching the high school class in the youth direc-tor's absence. I learned the rule: a female was not to
teach if a baptized male was present. This was true
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even if the male were only seven years old! That was
humiliating. I remember the sadness my sister Kathy
felt after that Sunday. She did not give up teaching
though.
She is a Professor of Religious Studies.
There is much she could teach the Church. In some
ways, we shared each other's pain while we were
growing up. Surely we are not alone. There are
other women who know they have gifts they are told
to stifle.
The girls were allowed to participate in discussions

The "priesthood of all believers" is emphasized, although in reality it is applicable
only to men.
and chain prayers. Dynamic youth groups demand
participation from everyone. I was always a leader
in the youth group - always busy planning retreats,
leading discussion groups and devotionals. I was a
member of the drama group that traveled to many
different churches.
And we even called that
ministry.
I remember vividly the night our youth director
drew an illustration of authority on the chalkboard:
God is the Head of the man; man is the head of
woman; and under women are children. That was
painful. And I began to argue with him, because I
knew there was something wrong with this picture.
I would never believe that a man was to stand between me and God.
I remember that sometimes toward the end of Bible
studies in junior high, the youth leader would ask
someone to lead a closing prayer. I would volunteer,
but I was never chosen. In my Senior year of high
school, the new youth director was actually brave
enough to call on females to lead prayers. The girls
always readily responded. I knew then that the issue
of praying had more to do with the personality of the
leader than with the Bible. I later discovered Acts
1:12-14, where Luke writes of a group gathered to
pray.
In the list he includes Mary as one who
prayed.
I was never allowed to participate in any of the
student-led worship services. It made no difference
that I was a debater and public speaker and that I
wanted to participate. I was of the wrong sex.
The problems grew worse as I grew older. By the
time I was in college the women could no longer even
join in the chain prayers or lead a discussion group.
This was primarily the decision of the man leading
the group. It made no difference that I was studying
religion at the University. I was of the wrong sex.
What am I to do? For the past seven years that
question has haunted me daily. What do I do with
the gifts that God has given me? The gifts of speak-
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ing and teaching, and yes, even preaching? How do I
respond to what I believe to be the call of God in and
for my life? What do I do with a Master of Divinity
degree? Can I hold to a vision of the Church, where
the gifts of everyone are shared? I believe that Scriptures say yes. It is because of my faith in the Scriptures that I am compelled to write.
Women were important to the life of Jesus from the
beginning to the end. Women are ever present in the
birth narratives, Jesus refers to women in parables,
He heals women, He talks to women, He teaches
them, He loves them; and they respond. Women respond not only by following and participating in His
ministry, but by following Him to the cross when it
seems to the other disciples that His ministry is over.
Jesus emancipates women and elevates their status.
He initiates a process that can be an impetus for
change, even unto this day.
As we search the Scriptures, let us not overlook
that women were involved in the founding of churches (Acts 18:2; 18-19; 1 Car. 16:19). Women held
positions of leadership (Rom. 16:1-5,6,7,12,13,15).
Women participated in public worship (1 Car. 11:5).
Women taught converts (Acts 18:26). There were
women prophets (1 Car. 11:5, Acts 21:9). Paul refers
to Phoebe as a deacon, or minister, and to Junia as an
apostle. In early Christianity women were no longer
excluded from worship or forced to sit behind a small
screen. 7 The status of women in religion had changed
in the early Church - perhaps, because of Jesus.

May awareness be heightened, and may
consciousness be raised, and finally, may
hope be given to those of future generations.
If we truly seek to restore the New Testament
Church, we must recognize the advances that Christianity brought to women in the first century and seek
to be an agent of progress and change today. We
must remember that there were many congregations.
The church in Corinth was not the same as the
church to whom the writer of 1 Timothy wrote. The
church in Galatia was different from the church in
Corinth. The same is true today. That is as it should
be. The Church is the people. The Church of Christ
is correct, I believe, in stressing the autonomy of each
congregation.
We cannot deny, however, that we have allowed
our culture to significantly determine which practices
would be retained and held sacred in our worship life
and our Christian lives. We no longer press the
Scriptures that tell us to wash one another's feet or
to greet one another with a holy kiss. We no longer
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demand that women w ear veils or forbid them to
wear jewelry or braided hair. Yet the Scriptures
"command" all of these things. We must finally admit the reality that these imperatives applied to a
specific place and time.
What am I to do? In Romans 12 Paul tells us not to
co nform any longer to this world. Then he says that
all members, though one body, have different gifts
gccording to the grace givEn to us. If your gift is
prophesying - prophesy! (He places that first, and
we can see clearly in 1 Corinthians and in Acts that
women prophesied .) If your gift is serving - then
serve! If your gift is teaching - then teach! It seems
clear, but it is not simple. I am grateful for the gifts
that God has given to me . I pray I will have the
courage and the strength, and the patience to use
them, so as to fulfill God's dream for my life. I pray
that the Church will no longer conform to the pat terns of this world, but will embrace the vision of
Christ. May we, as the Church of Christ, continue as
our Restoration leader, Alexander Campbell, did, to
ca ll people back to the Gospel .
The Gospel narratives must be studied and stressed. Our faith rests in Christ, not in Paul. Jesus'
response to women was radical. Surely no one
would argue that . I believe Jesus' life and teaching
are sufficient in themselves to tell us how women are
to be regarded. But the Churches of Christ have
always declared that we must turn to Paul because

What do I do with the gifts that God has
given me? How do I respond to what I
believe to be the call of God in and for my
life?
Jesus didn't have a "Church." Jesus never appointed
anyone to a position of authority.
He never appointed anyone to be a bishop or an elder or a
deacon . He did give both men and women the commission to evangelize - to tell the Gospel Story .
I must say emphatically, as I have tried to say all
along , I believe that the Bible is the inspired Word of
God . My conclusions are based on Scripture - all of
Scripture. I call us to look at more than just two
favorite Scriptures that confirm long-h eld beliefs.
Some have insisted on always starting with 1
Timothy 2 when addressing the question of the role
of women. Yet the text is one of the most difficult.
The next time we discuss the issue, let us start from
Galatians 3. When we turn to 1 Corinthians, let's
look at Chapter 11, where women are clearly praying
and prophesying, before we skip to Chapter 14.
When we study Romans, let us not omit Chapter 16,
saying that it is "just a list of names "; but let us read

the nam es carefully and not e the many women Paul
mentions, especially Junia, who was outstanding
among the apostles . Let us look at the heart of the
New Testament message. Clearly, we have not been
consistent. Women could serve communion without
speaking,
could make announcements
without
teaching, and cou ld pray and prophesy with their
heads covered; but we are not allowed to participat e
in any way. This clearly was not the practice of the
New Testament Church.
My gender shall follow me all the days of my life .
Neither the search nor the struggle is finished. I am
committed to scholarship. I am grateful for the opportunity to complete a Master of Divinity Degree at
Harvard University. Many great men in the Churches of Christ have done just that, for scholarship has
always been stressed . May I use the knowledg e to
God's g lory.

If we seek to restore the New Testament
Church, we must recognize the advances
that Christianity brought to women in the
first century and seek to be an agent of progress and change today.
I am commit ted to the Church. May the Church
use my gifts to God's glory . For a long time I have
wanted to write a letter, perhap s to the elders of my
home congregation, where I was a part of the body
for over twenty years. I have wanted to say to them,
"Yes, I have come to some different conclusions, but
I have made the journey in faith. I am committed to
the Church . And I love the Church deeply. And I
feel pain deeply . May we study and pray together
for God's constant presence. May we offer grace
fre ely . May we daily remember that, in Christ, there
is neither male nor female, but we are all one .
Amen.
NOTES
1
Clara C. Babcock , "Wome n in the Pulpit , Christian Standard
38 (June 4, 1982), p. 482; quoted in Fred Ar thu r Bailey , "The
Stat us of Women in the Disciple s of Christ Movement,
1865-1900" , (Ph.D . Dissertation, The University of Tennessee,
1979), p. 32.
' David Lipscomb , "Women as Public Preacher s," (Gospe l Advocate (GA) 36 (June 28, 1984), p . 398; quoted in Bailey, p. 36.
'David Lipscomb, "Would Women Preach Publicly?" GA 33
(August 5, 1981), p . 486; quoted in Bailey, pp. 37-38.
•David Lipscomb, "Women's Work in the Chur ch," GA 30
(March 14, 1888). pp. 6-7; quoted in Bailey , p. 73.
' George G. Taylor, "Would the Sisters Pray and Speak in
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•J.N . Clem , "Paul and Women and Christ ," Christian Standard
28 (August 13, 1892), p. 660.
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It's a stewpot of random thoughts
I'm swimming through.
The questions cry out to me:
Where am I going?
The faces I know the best
shift with the tide,
Successful in masking the answers
they hide,
And I'm left to unwrap all the
boxes I've tied So neatly,
to hide me away .

There's one in the back full
of all good intentions,
Filled to the brim
looking ready to "bust ."
I open it slowly
with some apprehension
To find that the contents
have all turned to dust.
I thought by this time
I was through with this stuff;
Packing once in a lifetime
is surely enough .

There 's a box full of envy,
A box full of fears,
One warped with excuses ,
one stained with my tears .
The box full of guilt
must have been ther e for y ears.
Some make me shudder I dislike this clutter
But I'm left to unwrap all the
boxes I've tied So neatly ,
to hide me away .

It's a stewpot of random thoughts
I'm swimming through.
The questions still ·cry out to me :
Where have you been?
The faces I knew
Now I don 't recognize .
I'm sure that their answers
could only be lies,
So I'm left to unwrap all the
boxes I've tied So neatly,
to hide me away .
- Pamela Haddock

Pamela Haddock is a hou sewife , mother and freelance arti st. She is
a member of the Cole Mill Road Church of Christ in Durham,
North Carolina . First Rights Only .
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(Continued from p . 27)
He speaks of the Father, who guides Him and is
with Him and never leaves Him alone. So how can
He leave me?

*****
Then He turns and smiles at me. "You will know
the truth," He says, "and it will set you free." Freedom! What a glorious thought. Visions of broken
shackles, of sweat-streaked faces radiant with joy,
singing,
0 freedom, 0 freedom,
0 freedom over me .
And before I be a slave
I'd be dead and in my grave,
Then go home to my Lord
And be free.
But not everyone responds to these stirring images.
"We've never been slaves," some say. "How can we
be made free?"
Jesus looks at them with sadness in His eyes and
speaks of the slavery of sin. I understand Him. I
know what it's like to have thoughts, feelings, even
actions spring unbidden into being. I know what He
means when He says, "your father." Their father
may be Abraham, but my father has too often been

(Continued from p. 31)
Out of death, He gives life. Out of disappointment, He creates new hope . In our loneliness, He
surrounds us with family and friends. In the midst of
discord, there is the curve of golden music, the symmetry of language. In the midst of ugliness, His shining creation prevails . He is faithful to His promises,
and will always be .
Several years ago I wrote an article for Mission in

the father of lies.
They are shouting now. The noise breaks into my
thoughts with the insistence of a siren. Jesus answers
calmly, "If God were your Father, you would love
me."
Yes, yes, my heart answers. God is my Father. I
do love you, Jesus.
The crowd breaks out again.
"Demon," they
shout. The fury is mounting despite His calm replies.
"If you keep my word, you will never see death." I
grasp the promise the way a thirsty man grasps a
glass of water. The crowd argues, but I feel serene. It
must be the serenity in His face that does it - that
wonderful calm and confidence. "My Father glorifies
me," He says, and I know it is true. No man has ever
stood with the supreme assurance of this man. No
man has forgiven sins, illumined the darkness,
spoken convincingly of other worlds and of freedom
from sin in this world.
"I am," I hear Him say, and I'm startled by a noise
that rises from the crowd. It's an inhuman, snarling
sort of sound , and it makes my blood run cold. The
people around me start picking up rocks to throw at
Him.
"Jesus, be careful," I try to shout, but the words
freeze in my throat. I glance at Jesus, but He isn't
there. Where is He? I wonder, but I'm no longer
MISSION
afraid - for Him or myself.

which I defended the idea that God's eye is on the
sparrow, that He truly does care for each of us in a
most personal way. I still believe that. I don't claim
to be a theologian, Bobbie Lee, but this one thing I
know: God is so good.
Blessings to All,
Nancy
__________________

MISSION

....
The Christian community, gathered in common discipleship, is the place where individual gifts can be called forth and put into service for all. It belongs to the essence of this
new togetherness that our unique talents are no longer objects of competition but elements
of community, no longer qualities that divide but gifts that unite .
. . . . . we will notice that the sharing of our gifts does not diminish our own value as persons but enhances it. In community, the particularly talents of the individual members
become like the little stones that form a great mosaic. The fact that a little gold, blue, or red
piece is part of a splendid mosaic makes it not less but more valuable because it contributes
to an image much greater than itself ....
With increasing clarity, we can see the beauty in
each other and call it forth so that it may become part of our total life together.
-Donald P. McNeill, Douglas Morrison, Henri Nouwen, Compassion
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(cont. from p. 2)
show great concern for children in the Church. Carolyn Mitchell, in her
study of the status of children in the Churches of Christ, points out that for
the most part children have been in a kind of "not-quite-in-but-not-entirelyout-of" place. She emphasizes that children receive their worth from a
gracious, loving Father, and she offers practical ideas for more fully integrating children into the life of the Church. Earline Kendall's background in early
childhood education and teaching reform is the backdrop for her thesis that
in children "all areas of development, including spiritual growth, are closely
aligned and interrelated" and that the spiritual growth of children can "be
examined as a distinct facet of development with certain recognizable stages."
Karen Sampson, a social worker in a children's home, finds "a major shortcircuit in the maturation process ....
We find ourselves awash in a sea of
irresponsibility."
Writing from the depths of personal experience, the expertise of training,
and the daily rounds of her work, Betty Talbert deals with the spiritual
discipline of discernment: living in partnership with Christ.
Mary Sue Black, Kelly Peters, Paula Tyler, and Mary Lou Walden speak
words of helpfulness for the living of these days with their discussions of
aesthetic experience, forgiveness, handling the Word of truth carefully and
the power of a caring friend. Others reveal gifts of reflection and contemplation and bringing us closer to God. Wilma Buckner offers communion meditations for thoughtfulness; Billie Silvey hits chords of recognition and
anguish as she puts us right there beside the woman taken in adultery, in the
dark places of life, frozen with fear that Jesus will leave-and then in the light
of forgiveness, freedom, and trust. Nita Short reflects on falling leaves on a
windy, cold day in late Autumn.
Joyce Barton, Nancy Meyers, Charlotte Lawler, and Micki Pulley are
willing to open themselves in vulnerable ways as they reveal their own joys,
and frustrations, and heartaches. The Church should be the place where we
can tell and live our stories, a place of love and encouragement where the
uniqueness of each can be cherished and nourished. Finally, the artists and
poets enrich us with the intuitive and lovely.
Yes, God is so good , as Nancy Meyers observes in the account of her personal pilgrimage. He gave us rich gifts. We rejoice in His graciousness.
-The Editor
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